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1 INTRODUCTION 
Prime ideals as well as ultrafilters of an ordered structure play an essential 
role in the possibility of embedding the ordered structure into a poset (short, for 
partially ordered set) of set-theoretic inclusion. 
In Section 2, we first consider posets each having a maximum element 1 and 
satisfying the distributivity condition stating that if sup{a:,a^} = 1 for 
i = and if sup{z, inf{a^} } exists then sup{z, inf{a^} } = 1. 
As a corollary we prove that in such a poset T if every two elements have a 
supremum, then there exists a prime ideal of T which contains a given subset 
of V that has the finite supremum property. 
We also show that without the assumption of the existence of 1 and under 
the condition inf{sup{a:, Cj} } = sup{inf{a:,a^} } with i = 1,2 , corresponding 
to every two incomparable elements x and y of V there exists a prime ideal 
of V which separates x and y. 
As an application of results obtained in this Section , we introduce the notion 
of a subbase S of a poset V with 1 and we prove the compactness of V 
based on the existence of a finite subcover of a cover of 1 by elements of 5. 
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In Sections 3 and 4, a key Theorem and a novel technique of transfinite 
inductive proof are introduced for establishing directly the Tower and Complete 
Accumulation Point compactness of the product of compact topological spaces. 
The key Theorem that we prove states that if S is a subset of an A-inductive 
poset V such that every nonempty finite subset of S has a least upper bound 
( in T' ) then every nonempty subset of 5 has a least upper bound (in V )• 
As a corollary, a poset V is complete if and only if V is A-inductive and 
every finite subset of V has a least upper bound. 
The Tower compactness of a topological space T is then proved to be 
equivalent to the A-inductivity of the poset of all proper open sets of T. We use 
this fact in establishing various other results. 
The novel technique of transfinite induction ( mentioned above ) that we have 
introduce in Section 4 runs as follows. 
Let be a product of compact topological spaces with i G I 
where I is an infinite cardinal and let A be an infinite subset of 
We construct a point a = (aof by choosing in such a way 
that it has the following property: 
for every finite subset of ordinals < i 
and every j € U{î} and for every neighborhood V[aj) of aj 
it is the case that 
^ n Yiiai) = -4 with Zm 
where 




We show that a = (aj)tg/ thus constructed, is a complete accumulation point 
In Section 5, coordinatewise construction of complete accumulation points of 
the countable infinite product of the real unit interval X is given. The results 
are used in establishing the solvability of infinite system of linear equations each 
with at most a countable ( finite or infinite ) number of unknowns, the existence 
of a solution of such a system of linear equations over the reals is proved based 
on the compactness of the product topology and under the assumption that finite 
subsystem have uniformly bounded solutions. 
In Section 6, we introduce the concept of Receding sequences of ordinals which 
serves as the basic motivation for the partition properties of infinite cardinals which 
in turn leads to the notion of the Ramifiablity of infinite cardinals. 
Let K be an infinite cardinal. A sequence of nonempty subsets 
5j- of K is called receding if and only if for every elements i,j, v >0 of K 
it is the case that i < j implies D Sj and min(5^) < min(Sj), moreover, 
nj<y5j = Sw for some w < K. 
We prove a basic property of which states that a mapping T 
from K into K such that 
has a fixed point c > 0 if and only if c = min(5'w) for some w < K. Clearly, 
.F(O) = 0. Based on this , we show that if D is a strongly A'-complete 
of A. 
T{x) = 0 
min(n{5j : x  6 S ^ } )  
if X ^ Si forevery i < K 
otherwise 
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nonprincipal ultrafilter of 2^ such that 5^ G D for every i < K then 
{min5j : i < K} G D. 
In Section 7, we consider the question of the existence of ramifiable cardinals 
and various properties which characterizes them. 
An infinite cardinal a > u; is called ramifiable if and only if every tree 
of rank a whose levels are of cardinality < a has a well ordered subset of 
cardinality a. 
The existence of ramifiable cardinals cannot be proved in Z F C .  However, 
the existence of a CAC-ramifiable cardinal can be shown in ZFC + MA + -^CH 
( where MA is the Martin's axiom ). This fact is proved in Section 7 in a rather 
simple way. 
In the absence of Martin's axiom, however, various useful characterization of 
ramifiable cardinals can be derived. To this end in Section 7, we have introduced 
a special lexicographic order on a HausdorfF cardinal a which implies that a 
is ramifiable. On the other hand, the introduction of a special tree in Section 7 
implies the converse provided a is strongly inaccessible. 
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2 EXISTENCE OF PRIME IDEALS AND ULTRAFILTERS IN 
PARTIALLY ORDERED SETS 
In the existing literature the algebraic notions of an Ideal and Prime ideal [1, 
p. 122] and the corresponding dual notions of a Filter and an Ultrafilter [1, p. 
142] are predominantly generalized to the case of Lattices [2] and [3], 
Here, we introduce these notions in partially ordered sets. An Ideal in partially 
ordered set can be defined in various (not necessarily pairwise equivalent) ways. 
The same is the case for the definitions of a Prime ideal. Filter and an Ultrafilter. 
In what follows, we refer to a partially ordered set simply as a poset. Also, 
we introduce the following notions : 
(2.1) [ x , y ]  for sup {a:, y} 
(2.2) { x , y )  for inf{a;,7/} 
Based on the above notions, we introduce : 
DEFINITION 2.1. A nonempty proper subset I of a poset CP,<) 
is called an ideal of V iff 
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fê.3) X Ç I and y < x imply y E I for every x and y G P 
(2.4) X Ç I and y Ç: I then [x, y] G / for every x and y Ç. P 
Moreover, an ideal D of F is called a prime ideal of V iff 
(2.5) if fx, y) £ D then x Ç. D or y E D for every x and y & P 
LEMMA 2.1. Let ('P,<) he a poset with a maximum 1. Then for 
every a, b, c Ç. V it is the case that: 
(i) If b < c and [a, 6] = 1 then [a, c] = 1 
(ii) Let [ft, c] exist. Then [a, [6, c]] = 1 iff [a,6, c] — 1 
PROOF, (i): Let b < c  and [a,b] = 1. Then 1 is the only upper 
bound of {a, 6}. If x is an upper bound of {a,c} then x is an upper 
bound of {a, 6}. Thus z = 1 and consequently 1 is the only upper bound 
of {a, c}. Hence [a, c] = 1. 
(ii): Assume [6, c] exists and [a, [6, c]] = 1. Again, 1 is the only 
upper bound of {a, [6, c]}. If x is an upper bound of {a,b,c} then x is 
also an upper bound of {a, [6, c]}. Thus x = 1. Consequently 1 is the only 
upper bound of {a,b,c}, i.e., [a,6, c] = 1. Conversely, let [6, c] exist and 
[0,6, c] = 1. Since [6, c]> c, by (i) we have [a, 6,[6, c]] = 1. But [6, cj> b 
and therefore, 1 = {a,b, [6, c]] = [a, [6, c]]. Thus (ii) is established • 
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Let (•p, <) be a poset with maximum 1 such that: 
(2.6) The supremum of every two elements of V exists. 
And for every finite subset {x, a^,... ,an} of V, the following distributivity 
condition holds: 
(2.7) If [z, aj] = ••• = = 1 and [x, (aj,..., )] exists then 
[.T, (ttj^, . , . , Û72.)] = 1. 
Moreover, as usual, a subset ^ of 'P is said to have the finite supre­
mum property iflF: 
(2.8) 1 is not the supremum of any finite subset of A -
THEOREM 2.1. Let ('P,<) be a poset with a maximum 1 satisfying 
(2.6) and (2.7). Let Dq he a nonempty subset of V satisfying (2.8). Then 
there exists a subset D of T such that: 
(i) 10 D and DQ Ç D 
(ii) X  G  D and y < x imply y E D for every x and y € V 
(Hi) [di,... ,dn] E D for every finite subset {di,...,dn} of D 
(iv) If (ai,... ,an) E D then at £ D for some l<i<n 
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PROOF. Let H' = {S.  : H QV and DQ Ç H and H satisfies (2.8) } 
Clearly, (ff',C) is a nonempty partially ordered set since DQ G H'. By Zorn's 
Lemma, it can be readily verified that H' has a maximal element D. We 
show that D satisfies (i) to (iv). 
Clearly, 1 ^ D and DQ CD so that D satisfies (i). Let us observe that 
by the maximality of D we have: 
(2.9) If z ^ D then [x^di,... ,dn\ = 1 for some finite subset {di,...,dn} 
of D. 
Now, let z E D and y < x  and let y  ^  D ' .  By (2.9) [ y , d i , ... ,dn\ = 1 
and by (i) of Lemma 2.1 we derive that [x,di,... ,dn] = 1 which is a 
contradiction since D satisfies (2.8). Hence y £ D, i.e., (ii) is established. 
Let be a subset of D and assume that t  =  [ t ^ , . . .  , t m ]  is 
not an element of D. Then [ t , d i , . . .  , d n ]  =  1, by (2.9). But then (ii) of 
Lemma 2.1 implies [t^,... ,tm,di,... ,dn\ = 1 which a contradiction since 
D satisfied (2.8). Thus t E D. Hence (iii) is established. 
To show (iv), let us assume on the contrary that (a^,..., a n )  E  D  and 
at ^ D for every t with 1 < 2 < n. Then by (2.9) we have : 
[ai,dii,. . .  =  1  for every 1 < t  < n .  Now, let: 
X  = [<^2 1 ; ' ' ' ) (^l?m ) *^21 ) ' ' ' ) ^277%2 ) ' ' ' ) (^7%1 ) ' ' ' ; 
Then x E D by (iii) and if yi is an upper bound of {z, O;} then yi 
is an upper bound of {d^i,..., dimi)• But 1 is the only upper bound of 
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... ,dimi}- Thus yi = 1 and consequently [1,04] = !. On the other 
hand, since [a;, (a^,..., an)] exists, then by (2.7) we have [a;, (a;j^,... ,an)] = 
1 which is a contradiction since D satisfies (2.8). Thus AI £ D for some 
1 < ^ Hence (iv) is established • 
REMARK 2.1. We note thai Theorem 2.1 implies that the subset D of 
the poset V is a prime ideal of V, We observe that the same is true if the 
condition (2.7) is replaced by the weaker condition: 
(2.7)' If [z,0%] = [s,02! ~ 1 and [a;,.(a]^,02)] exists then [®,(0^^,02)] = 1 
The Theorem below which (in view of Remark 2.1) ensures the existence of a 
prime ideal of a poset as follows readily from Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let i 'P,<) be a poset with a maximum 1 satisfying 
(2.6) and (2.7)'. Let Do be a nonempty subset of V satisfying (2.8). 
Then there exists  a prime ideal  D of  V such that  Dq Ç D. 
REMARK 2.2. We observe that for every nonmaximum element x of a 
poset ("P, < j satisfying (2.6), the subset I(x) of V given by: 
(2.10) 1(1:) = {~ ; z £ V and z < x} is an ideal of V. 
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As usual, I(z) in (2.10) is called the principal ideal of V generated by x .  
Clearly, for every x,yÇ.'P with x^y there exists an ideal of V containing, 
s a y ,  X  b u t  n o t  y .  
Next, we consider the case of the existence of a prime ideal of a poset without 
the maximum element. For this purpose we replace the distributivity condition 
(2.7)' by: 
(2.11) ([a:,ai],[a:,a2]) < [^,(ai,«2)] 
with understanding that (2.11) holds whenever the right side of < exists, and, 
this for every x,ai,a2 € "P. 
We observe that (2.11) does not hold in every poset. For instance, it fails 
in the poset ({e,a,b,c,m},<) e < a, e < b, e < c, a < m, b < m, c < m. 
THEOREM 2.3. Zet (V,^) he a poset in which every two elements have 
a supremum and which satisfies (2.11). Let x,y E T with y % x. Then 
there exists a prime ideal D of V such that a; G D and y ^ D. 
PROOF. From (2.10) it follows that I(z) is an ideal of V and that 
y is not the supremum of any finite subset of I(z). This is because x is an 
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upper bound of any subset of I(a;) and y^x. 
Let H '  be the set of all ideals H of T' such that I { x )  Ç H  and y  
is not the supremum of any finite subset of H. It is obvious that is 
a nonempty poset. By Zorn's Lemma it can be readily verified that H' has a 
maximal element D. 
We claim that D is a prime ideal of V. Let us assume on the contrary , 
i.e., there exist aj,a2 G T' such that ag) G D but a-  ^  ^ D and ag  ^D. 
Now, let us consider: 
(2.12) Dj^ = D\J{z-. z GV and z < , j] and d  E D }  with 1 = 1,2. 
One of the following two cases must occur: 
Case 1. Di = V for some i G {1,2}. For this case , from (2.12) we derive: 
(2.13) y < [ai,di] for some E D 
Case 2. is a proper subset of V. 
For this case we show that is an ideal of V which contains D prop­
erly. Let <2,^2 G Di, thus, from (2.12) it follows that and 
<2 < for some <^3,^4 G D. Based on the hypothesis of Theorem, we 
let d  = [ d ^ , d ^ .  Since D is an ideal of T ,  we have d  E  D .  Also, it can 
be readily verified that <2. ^ ^2 - Thus, [<1,^2! — 
which by (2.12) implies that [^1, ^2] ^ Hence, D{ satisfies (2.4). Now, 
let t G and r < t with r E V. But then, again from (2.12) it follows 
that r E D^. Hence, also satisfies (2.3). Consequently, is an ideal of 
V. However, the maximality of D implies that y<[a^,di] for i G {1,2}. 
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Thus, (2.13) holds in both of the mentioned cases. Let d = [di,d2] which 
exists by the hypothesis of the theorem. 
Clearly, y is a lower bound of c/], [a2,</]}. Since [c?,(a]^,a2)] exists by 
the hypothesis of the theorem and since [c?, (0^,02)] € by (2.11) we have 
y  <  ( k l , 4 , [ ( i 2 , 4 )  <  K ( « l , « 2 ) ]  G  D .  
Since, D is an ideal of V, by (2.3) we have y G D. But this contradicts 
that D Çi H' .  Hence, our assumption is false and D is a prime ideal of V • 
The existence of prime ideals in structures related to order (e.g., semilattices, 
lattices, Boolean rings, etc.) has been considered under assumptions generally 
stronger than those stated in Theorem 2.3. In this connection reference is made to 
[4], [5], [6]. 
REMARK 2.3. We observe that the existence of prime ideals in posets is 
proved in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 under the assumption that every two elements of 
the poset have a supremum. Next, we consider cases where this assumption is 
not satisfied by the poset. As shown below, for such cases we prove the existence 
of subsets of posets which will act almost like prime ideals. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A nonempty proper subset D of a poset [V,<) is 
called a pseudo ideal of V iff: 
(2.14) X D and y < x imply y Ç. D for every x and y G V 
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(2.15) if x,y £ D and [x,y] exists then [x,y]ED 
Moreover, a pseudo ideal D is called a pseudo prime ideal of V iff: 
(2.16) {a,b) E D implies a E D or b E. D 
Let V he a poset with maximum 1 satisfying the distributivity condition: 
(2.17) ' - ', ~ [^2'®21 ' • • • '^2722! ~ ^ 
implies 
[(®l>;>^2)'(®l'«2l)'---»(aini'-'C2)'--->(«lni'«2n2)] = ^ for every 
^1 > ^2' *^11 ' • • • ' ®ln]^ ' ®21 '••••• *^2^2 ^ ^ 
THEOREM 2.4. Let ('P,<) be a poset with the maximum 1 satisfying 
(2.17). Let Do be a nonempty subset of V satisfying (2.8). Then there 
exists a pseudo prime ideal D of V such that Do Q D. 
PROOF. Let be the set of all subsets H of T' such that Do Ç H 
and H satisfies (2.8). 
Clearly, (ff',C) is a nonempty poset and by Zorn's Lemma H' has a 
maximal element D. We observe that D satisfies (2.9). We show that D 
is pseudo ideal of V. To show that D satisfies (2.14), we assume to the 
contrary that x G D and y < x but y ^ D for some y 6 V. Then by 
(2.9) we have [y, ci;[,...,c?n] = 1 for some di,... ,dn E. D. using (i) of 
Lemma 2.1, we obtain that [a:, . . . ,  tin] = 1 which contradicts that D E H' 
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and that D satisfies (2.8). Hence, y G D. To show that D satisfies 
(2.15), we a s s u m e  t o  t h e  c o n t r a r y  t h a t  f o r  s o m e  t i , t 2  G  D  i t  i s  t h e  c a s e  t h a t  t  =  
[ < 1 , ^ 2 ]  e x i s t s  b u t  t  ^  D .  A g a i n ,  f r o m  ( 2 . 9 )  i t  t h e n  f o l l o w s  t h a t  . . .  , d j ^ ]  
= 1 for some d-^,... E D. Also, by (ii) of Lemma 2.1, we obtain that 
= l which again contradicts that D satisfies (2.8). Hence, 
t = G D. Thus, D is a pseudo ideal of V. 
Next, we show that D is a pseudo prime ideal of V. We assume to the 
contrary that ((^,02) E D for some 0^,02 S 'P but ai ^ D a2 ^ D. Then 
by (2.9) we have [a^, ..., = 1, for i = 1,2 and some ..., G £>. 
But then from (2.17) it follows that 
(2.18) [(<^1 ) ®2)'(®1'*^21 )'•••'(*^1/2]^ ' ®2)'•••'' *^2712^1 ~ ^ 
Clearly, for every term such as {ai,df^j) which appears in (2.18) we have 
(a^,df^j) < df,j G D and therefore, {aj^,dj^j) G D by (2.14). Also, by our 
assumption (0^,02) GConsequently, the entire left side of the equality sign 
in (2.18) is an element of D. But this contradicts that D satisfies (2.8). 
Thus, our assumption is false and the pseudo ideal D satisfies (2.16) and 
therefore D is pseudo prime idea of T • 
For ideas related to the prime ideals of a poset see [7] and [8]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let [V, <) be a poset with the maximum 1 satis­
fying (2.17). Then every finite subset of V has an infimum. 
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PROOF. Since every element of 'P is < to every element of 0, 
we see that 1 is the infimum of 0. Next we show that every two elements 
a,b of V have an infimum. Since [a,l] = [6,1] = 1, by (2.17) we have 
[(a, 6),(a,l),(6,l),(l,l)] = 1. Thus, (a,b) exists, but then by induction on the 
number of elements of a nonempty finite subset S of 'P. It can be readily 
shown that S has an infimum in "P • 
As an application of Theorem 2.4, we shall generalize the Alexander's subbase 
Theorem [9, p. 160] and [10, p. 139] and [20, p. 256], to posets which are not 
necessarily complete and join infinite distributive as (T,C) is, when T is 
the set of all open sets of a topological space. Our generalization pertains to any 
poset which satisfies the hypothesis of the Theorem 2.4. 
We use the familiar terminology in a poset with the maximum element 1. 
we say that 1 is covered by the elements of a subset C of T (or, simply, 1 
is covered by C) iff sup(C') = 1. A subset H of C is called a subcover 
o f  1  i f f  s u p { H )  =  1 .  A  s u b s e t  S  o f  P  i s  c a l l e d  a  s u b b a s e  o f  V  i f f  
every p E P is the supremum of a set of infima of finitely many elements of S 
(i.e.. 
with S j ^ j  6 S ) .  Based on the above notions, we prove: 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let CP,<) he a poset with the maximum element 1 
satisfying (2.17). Let S be a subbase for V such that every cover of 1 by 
elements of S has a finite subcover. Then every cover of 1 by the elements 
of V has a finite subcover. 
PROOF. Assume on the contrary that there exists a cover Dq of 1 by 
the elements of V such that Dq has no finite subcover. Thus, Z)Q satisfies 
(2.8). Hence, by Theorem 2.4, there exists a pseudo prime ideal D of 7' 
such that  Dq Ç D. 
Clearly, D satisfies (2.8) and (2.9). Also, since Dq Ç D we have 
sup(Z?) = 1. Let D = {DI : i G /}. Since S is a subbase for T', for every 
DJ^ EL D it is the case that: 
since D satisfies (2.14). But since D satisfies (2.15), by Lemma 2.2, we 
Now, obviously, 
inf (a^,.) < & for every i E I  and j 6 M.j 
l<k<nj •' 
Therefore, 
l<k<nj fL ^ e D 
Let c\ denote that element € D. 
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Then for every i Ç. I and j € Mj- it is the case that 
By the Axiom of Choice, the set C = {cj : i G / and j G M^} exists. 
Clearly, C Ç D. We claim that 1 is the only upper bound of C. Assume 
on the contrary that .r < 1 is an upper bound of C (i.e., Cj < x for every 
i € I and j G Mj) then 
then di < X for every i E I. Hence, sup(i?) < z < 1 which contradicts 
that sup(i?) = 1. Thus, sup(C) = 1. Consequently 1 is covered by the 
elements of the subbase S of V. But by the hypothesis of the Theorem, C 
has a finite subcover. Hence, 1 is covered by a finite number of the elements of 
D which is a contradiction. Therefore, our assumption is false and the Theorem 
is proved • 
l<k< n j  inf (6j, ) < X for every i E I and j 6 ! A? < 77. • J 
However, since 
We conclude this section by observing that the existence of ultrafilters and 
pseudo ultrafilters in posets are ensured, as expected, by Theorems dual to 
Theorems 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4. 
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3 TOWER AND COMPLETE ACCUMULATION POINT 
CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPACTNESS 
In this section, we consider the question of compactness of product of compact 
topological spaces based solely on the notions of tower and complete accumulation 
point definitions of compactness. 
First we prove the following lemma which will be needed in the sequel. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let W be a well-ordered set and S be a simply ordered 
set. Let T be an ordered preserving mapping from W onto S. Then S 
is a well ordered set. 
PROOF. Let s  be the smallest element of T ~ ^ [ T )  where T  is a nonempty 
subset of S. Since J- is onto and order preserving, it follows that .F(a) is 
the smallest element of T. Thus S is a well-ordered set. 
We recall that a poset ("P, <) is A-inductive [11] iff every nonempty 
well-ordered subset of V has a supremum [c/.12,13,14). 
THEOREM 3.1. L e t  { V , < )  b e  a n  A - i n d u c t i v e  p o s e t .  L e t  S  b e  a  
subset of V such that every nonempty finite subset of S has a least upper 
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bound (in V). Then every nonempty subset of S has a least upper hound 
( i n  T ) .  
PROOF. Assume on the contrary that there is a nonempty subset of S 
which has no supremum in T and let H be such subset of smallest cardinality. 
Clearly, H = > No- Let H = { hj : i G } . We observe by our 
assumption that for every nonempty subset T of 5 with T < , it is the 
case that T has a supremum. Now, for every let Cj denote the 
supremum of the subset { ho,. . .  ihi } of H. Clearly Cj exists, because 
• • • Î ^ 
Consider the set C = { i }. Obviously, C is a nonempty 
simply ordered set. Moreover, J- given by !F(i) = is an order preserving 
mapping from onto C. Thus from Lemma 3.1 it follows that C is a 
well-ordered subset of V. But since V is A-inductive, this implies that C 
has a supremum c in V . We claim that c is the supremum of H. 
Clearly, c is an upper bound of H. Let d be an upper bound of H. 
Since for every i £ we have = sup{/io,... ,/ij} , it follows that < d 
for all Thus d is an upper bound of C which implies that c is 
the supremum of if, as desired • 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let V be an A-inductive poset. If every nonempty 
finite subset of V has a supremum, then every nonempty subset of V has a 
supremum. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to apply the previous Theorem 3.2 to the case 
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S = V.  
Using the above Corollary 3.3 we have: 
COROLLARY 3.2. A poset V is complete iff V is A-inductive and 
every finite subset of V has a supremum. 
In what follows by a tower of sets we mean a set well-ordered by inclusion. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let (X, T) be a topological space. We say that X 
is tower compact iff the union of every tower of proper open sets of X is not 
equal  to X.  
REMARK 3.1. We note here that a topological space (.Y, r) is tower 
compact iff Ct\{X}, CJ is A-inductive poset. 
As an application of Theorem 3.1 based on the above notions we prove: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let {X,T) be a topological space. Then X is 
compact iff X is Tower compact. 
PROOF. Let X be compact, i.e., if no finite subfamily of a family 5 
of open sets of X covers X , then S does not cover X . Now, for any 
Tower W of proper open subsets of X it is the case that no finite subfamily 
of W covers X. U W is a proper open subset of X. Thus X is Tower 
compact. Conversely , let X be Tower compact. Then by Remark 3.1 we 
have (r \ {Jf},C) is A-inductive poset. 
To show that X is compact , Let S be any family of proper open set 
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of .Y such that no finite subfamily of 5 is a subset of the A-in.ductive poset 
T  \  { % }  s u c h  t h a t  e v e r y  f i n i t e  s u b s e t  F  o f  S  h a s  a  s u p r e m u m  ( i . e . ,  U f )  i n  
T\{X} . Therefore, by Theorem 3.2, we have sup S = US' 6 T \ {%} . Hence, 
5 does not cover X and thus X is compact • 
The dual notion of Tower compactness [10, p. 163] can be also used to 
characterize compactness. .Let (-Y,r) be topological space. A set 
N = {JVj : j G 1} of nonempty closed subsets N.^  of .Y is called Nested iff 
{ X \ Ni : i e I } is a Tower in (R, Ç) . 
Based on these notions we have : 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X be a topological space. Then X is compact 
iff every nested set of nonempty closed subsets of X has a nonempty intersection. 
REMARK 3.2. Theorem 3.2 can be directly proved in the case of the spe­
cial poset (t, Ç) of all open sets of a topological space (-Y, r) . Let X be 
tower compact and S be any subset of r \ {.Y} such that no union of finitely 
many elements of 5 covers X . We show that 5 does not covers X . 
Let R = {rj : i G i2} be a subset of S of smallest cardinality with IJ = X 
, i.e., for any subset F of S with F < R we have [J F ^ X . Let 
Ri ~ for i E R • Now X = (J/2 = IJ Ri which contradicts 
that X is Tower compact since (ilj) is a Tower of proper open sets of .Y . 
Motivated by [16,17] , [18, p. 6] , [19, p. 605] , we introduce the following 
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DEFINITION 3.2. Let /j, be an infinite ordinal and a 
sequence in a topological space X . We call a point c £ X a Complete 
Accumulation Point (CAT) of /or every neighborhood V{c) 
of c we have : 
(3.1) {i •• i  Ç. fx and 6 y(c)} = Jl 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let rj he a topological space. We say that X 
is CAV-compact iff every infinite sequence of X has a complete accumulation 
point. 
Based on the above Definitions we have : 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (.Y, r) be a topological space. Then X is 
compact iff X is CAV-compact. 
PROOF. Let X be compact, and S = be an infinite sequence 
of X . We show that S has a complete accumulation point. Assume on the 
contrary, i.e., for every XGX, there exists a neighborhood V(x) such that 
{i : i Ç: fj, and Sj^ E ^(z)} < p 
Clearly, X  =  ^'(®) • But since X  is compact we have X  =  V { x )  
for some finite subset F of .Y . 
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Thus S = Uxçir (y(z) n 5) . That is : 
Jl = y (y(r) n 5') < ^ V"(a:)n5= max^ç,p {i : i E fx and 5^ 6 V^(a;)} 
X G F  x e F  
which contradicts that : 
{i : j G /X and si G y(z)} < Jl for every x E X 
Hence S has a. CAP i.e., X is C^T'-compact. 
Conversely, Let % be C^T'-compact and assume that X is not compact. 
Thus, there exists a cover C of X with no finite subcover. 
Let S  =  { s i  :  i  E  S }  be a subfamily of C  with smallest cardinality such 
that ,Y = U5. That is, for any subfamily F of C with F <S it is the case 
t h a t  \ J F  ^  X  .  I t  i s  c l e a r  t h a t  S  >  •  N e x t ,  l e t  • S ' . j  =  U j < i  • S j  / o r  i E S  
If the S^'s are not pairwise distinct let EQ = So and if i is the smallest 
ordinal such that : 
S j  =  S j  f o r  i  <  j  l e t  E i  =  S i  a n d  E i _ ^ i  =  5 ' j + i  
Thus, for some set A we have : 
U_ = U_ 
iel jES 
and the £j-'s are pairwise distinct. Moreover, A = S since S is a subfamily 
of C with smallest cardinality and covers X . 
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Now, let R = {rj : G ~ i 6 5} , then R is an infinite 
sequence of X and clearly, R = S . Since X is C^'P-compact, R has a 
complete accumulation point c . Thus, c G Ej for some j £ S . But 
{i : y.j E Rn E j }  = j < S 
which contradicts that c is a complete accumulation point of R . Hence X 
is compact • 
Next, based solely on the notion of Tower compactness, we consider the case 
of Tower compactness of the product topology, where each factor is Tower compact. 
THEOREM 3.4. The product of two Tower compact topological spaces is 
Tower compact. 
PROOF. Let T = : i G /} be a Tower of proper open sets of 
the product topological space A'j x X2 , where , X2 are Tower compact 
topological spaces. For every x E , the subspace {x} x X2 is a Tower 
compact, since it is homeomorphic to X2 . Assume on the contrary that : 
UT = u Wi = -Ï1X-Y2 
i€ l  
We show then that the subspace {z} x X2 is covered by an element , say, Wj of 
the Tower T . Because otherwise, it is covered by T' = {{z} x%2 : i E 1} 
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which is a Tower in the subspace {a:} x X2 • Thus U'^"' C {z} x %2 since 
{x} X X2 is Tower compact. Hence for every x E %% , the subspace {z} x .Yg 
is covered by an element Wj of T . Now for every y G X2 , there exist 
neighborhoods Uy{x) of x in -Yj and V{y) of y in X2 such that 
X y(!/) Ç 
( where in view of the above W j  € T and contains {x} x X 2  ) 
Thus : 
{z} X .Yg G U X 
y e X 2  
If there exists a finite subset Fx = {yj,..., Umx } of %2 such that : 
mx 
{x} X  .Y2 Ç U  U y f ^ i x )  X  V ( y f c )  
y e X 2  
let . Then U  x JY2 Q  W j  .  However, if there exists no finite 
subset of %2 such that the corresponding basic elements U y { x )  x y(y) cover 
the subspace {z} x -Yg , we let Sx Ç X2 and Sx of smallest cardinality 
such that : 
{z} x .Yg ^ U X ^(y) 
y ^ S x  
Clearly, Sx • Let : 
— U ^^Vj  ^ ^{yj) i ^ Sx and yj £ Sx 
Let = iZ/n X ^2 • Then iîj is a proper relatively open subset of 
{z} X %2 &nd U. = D {a:} x .Yg . However, {R{). = is a Tower 
in { x }  X  %2 • Thus, it is the case that U. =h  C {z} x X 2  since 
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{ z }  X  X2 is Tower compact. Hence, we arrived at a contradiction and there 
is a finite subset Fx = {j/i, • • - ^yrtix} such that 
mx 
W X Xg Ç U 
k=\ 
As in the above we have U x  x X 2  Ç W j  , where U x  is a neighborhood 
of X in . Now Xj Ç • Again if there is no finite subset 
F i  = { x i , . .. , X n }  such that Xj Ç ^^t S  Ç  X  be of 
smallest cardinality such that Xi Ç Ux • Then for each i Ç. S , let 
S i  = Uj<i U x j  with x j  e  S  .  
Clearly, 5j's are proper open subsets of Xj and S^ = X^ . 
However, (S^-).^= is Tower in Xj and therefore, Si C Xj 
since Xj^ is Tower compact. This is a contradiction. Hence there exists a 
finite subset : 
n 
F i  =  { x i , . . . , x n }  s u c h  t h a t  Xj^ = (J Uxj^ 
k=l 
Now Xi X X2 = U^_-[ Uxf^ X X2 . But Uxf^ x Xg Ç , for some 
jj^ £ I . Let h be the maximum of • Then, X^ x X2 Ç 
which contradicts that Wj^ is a proper open subset of X]^ x X2 . Thus, our 
assumption is false and the Theorem is proved • 
Next, we show the C.AT'-compactness of the topological product of two 
C^'P-compact spaces, solely based on the concept of C^lT'-compactness. 
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THEOREM 3.5. The product of two CA-V-compact topological spaces is 
CAP-compact. 
PROOF. Let I be an infinite ordinal and let S = '• % E /} 
be a sequence in the product space x Xg , where Xj and X2 are CAV-
compact topological spaces. We show that S has a complete accumulation 
point in the product topological space x Xg • 
Clearly, the projection (sii)iE/ of S on X^ is an infinite sequence in X% 
Thus, since X^ is C^'P-compact the sequence has a complete 
accumulation point p in X]^ . 
Let us assume on the contrary that for every X2 E X2 it is the case that 
(p, X2) is not a complete accumulation point of S . Hence, for every X2 E X2 
there exists a neighborhood y(z2) of 3:2 in X2 and a neighborhood Ux2ip) 
of p in Xi such that : 
{ j  :  G  ^ ^ X 2 i p )  X  ^ ( Z 2 ) }  <  ^  
Now, X2 = Ua:2E ^2 ^(^2) • Let T  = { x 2  : X 2  E X2} be a subset of the 
smallest cardinality such that X2 = Ua^gET ^(®2) 
Two cases may occur : 
Case (i) 
T <i No say T — ?^2^ 
Then U  = ^ t f ^ i p )  is a neighborhood of pin X^ and { j  •  €  U }  =  I  
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Hence : 
{ j  :  ( • s i j , 5 2 j )  G  X  X 2 }  =  ï  
But since U x .Y2 G ^ x ^(^fc) have : 
{ j  :  (^LJ ' ^2 ; )  G  X  .YG}  <  {J  :  { s i j , S 2 j )  G ^ ^ ^ 
S%Zl {j : («lj.^2j) e £' X F(<t)} < 7 
which a contradiction 
Case (ii) 
No 
Then for every j  <  T  let T j  =  Ujt<j ' ^ve may assume that the T j ^ s  
are pairwise distinct [See the proof of Theorem 3.3] Moreover, the Tj^s are 
proper open subsets of X2 , because of our choice (smallest) of the cardinality of 
T . Now, let : 
R  =  { r j  : T j  G - T j  and j G T }  
Clearly, R  is an infinite sequence of X 2  and R  =  T  .  Since is 
C^lT'-compact, R  has a complete accumulation point r  £ X 2  •  Thus r E T j  
f o r  s o m e  j  G T  b e c a u s e  [ J T j  =  \ J x 2 ^ T  ^ ( ® 2 )  —  - ^ 2  -  B u t  :  
{k : r^. G RnTj } = j < T 
which contradicts that r is a complete accumulation point of R . Hence, our 
assumption is false and therefore, there exists q G .^2 such that (p, q) is a 
complete accumulation point of S . Thus x X2 is C^P-compact • 
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4 INFINITE PRODUCT OF COMPACT SPACES AND 
TRANSFINITE INDUCTION 
In this section, we present novel methods of proofs of Tychonoff's product 
Theorem with respect to various definitions of compactness. Emphasis will be on 
the use of Transfinite Induction. 
In the existence literature there are two standard methods of proofs of 
Tychonoff's Theorem [10, p. 143] and [20, p. 256] and [21, p. 94] and [22, 
p. 180]. 
However, both proofs are somewhat indirect. The first [10, p. 143] uses 
Alexander's Lemma, while the second [ 21, p. 94] and [22, p. 180] considers 
the dual definition of compactness in terms of closed sets and then considers the 
closure of the projections of closed sets. Here we give a most direct proof starting 
with an open cover [cf. 23]. 
First, for sake of simplicity, we introduce a definition and prove two easy (but 
essential) Lemmas. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let I be an ordinal and a family of 
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topological spaces. If % = antf U  is an open subset of the topological 
space X j  . Then : 
E j { V )  =  { e x  • .  ^ j e U )  
is called an elementary strip of type j determine by U. 
Clearly, an elementary strip is an open subset of X. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let X be given as in Definition 4-1- Let 
E = {Ef^{Um) : k G K Ç I and for every m £ index set) 
Um is an open set of Xj^ } 
be a set of elementary strips E^{Um) such that : 
U EkiUm) = ^ 
k e K  
m e M f .  
Then there exists k 6 A' such that X = 
(i.e., X is covered by one type of elementary strips) 
PROOF. Assume on the contrary. Then for every j E K there exists 
i^i)iEl ^ ^ such that {^i)iç_l ^ji^^rn)- Thus, the set : 
- ^ x j  =  S  X  : y j  =  X j }  g U E j { U m )  
m E M j  
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For every j G A' consider the set B j  =  { x j : A x j % \ ^ ^ ç . ] \ / I .  E j { U m ) } -  Then 
define 
5' = n n 
where 
= 
B j  if i e  K  
1/ 2 0 jr 
By Axiom of Choice Y is nonempty since the Kj's are nonempty. Hence 
there exist z € F Ç % and since for every j G K we have Zj G Bj . Thus 
z G AZJ C V^mÇiMj and, hence the Lemma is established • 
LEMMA 4.2. In the Definition 4-i if the Xj^'s are compact spaces 
and if X is covered by a set £ of elementary strips, then X is already 
covered by a finite number of elementary strips of £ which are all of the same type. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality we can take £ as in Lemma 4.1. 
Hence by Lemma 4.1, we have X = where Ej^{Um) E £ . 
Clearly, is a cover of the compact space and therefore, it 
has a finite subcover, say, with mj 6 Mj^ . but, then it is 
clear that the subset 
E n  =  { E ^ { U m i )  G ^ : 1 < i m i  G M j ^ }  
of £ is a finite cover of % , as claimed by the Lemma • 
Now, we prove 
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THEOREM 4.1. In the Definition 4-Î if the 's are compact spaces, 
then X = riig/ is compact with respect to the product topology. 
PROOF. Let us assume on the contrary that X is not compact. Hence 
there exists an open cover V o{ X with no finite subcover. By Zorn's 
Lemma it can be readily verified that there is an open cover Ai oi X such 
that V Ç and A4 is maximal with respect to the property of having no 
finite subcover. Because of the maximality of A4 it is clear that A4 has the 
following properties (see Theorem 2.1) : 
(i) If 5 is an open subset of X such that S ^ Ai , then the union of S 
with a finite number of elements of M is equal to X and therefore, we 
have : 
(ii) If H E A4 and B is an open set of X such that B C H then 
B e A4 
(iii) If { E l , . . . ,  E n }  is a finite set of open sets of X  and if 
then El G M. for some 1 < i < n 
Now, let X E X , then x G H E A4 . Thus there exists (By the definition 
of the product topology) a finite set of indices K Ç. I , which defines a basic open 
set B of X given by 
B  =  { ( ® j ' ) i G /  E  X  :  X I  E  U i  i f  i  G  K  a n d  U . i  i s  a n  o p e n  s e t  o f  X }  
Clearly, x G B Ç H £ A4 which by (ii) implies that B £ Ai . But, 
5 = where Ei{U{) is an elementary strip of type t determine 
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by Ui C X . Using the property (iii) above , we have 
for some i  ^  K  .  Thus x G B  Ç E j ^ [ U i )  G M  (i.e., every element x  £  X  
is covered by an elementary strip belonging to M) 
Consequently, by Lemma 4.2, we see that X is already covered by a finite 
number of elements of M. . Which contradicts our assumption. Hence the 
Theorem is proved • 
REMARK 4.1. Before proving Theorem ^.1 by transfinite induction, we 
prove the following Lemma as a motivation. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let C be a compact space and let T he a topolog­
ical space. Let B be a cover of the product topological space C x T by 
a set of its basic elements. Then for every t £ T there exists an elementary 
strip containing C x {<} which is covered by a finite number of the elements of B . 
PROOF. Fix t s T ,  then for every element c  £  C  the point (c,f) of 
the space C xT is covered by a basic element UcX V^f of B . Consider the 
set {Uc : c G C} which is a cover of C . Therefore, there exists a finite, say, 
{Uc-^, • • • ,Ucn} of C , since C is compact. Obviously, the elementary strip 
o X N Vcii 
i=i 
contains the set C x {?} and is covered by the finite subset 
{C^cj X ..., U c f i  X ^ C f i t }  
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of B . Hence, the Lemma is proved • 
For the sake of simplicity, in what follows in the definition of C^T'-compact 
space we consider infinite sets instead of infinite sequences. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let T he a topological space and C a CAV-compact 
space. Let A be an infinite subset of the product space C x T . Then there 
exists c £ C such that for every open set V'(c) of c in C we have : 
{ V { c )  x T ) f ] A  =  1  
for every elementary strip V'(c) x T of C xT . 
PROOF. Assume on the contrary. Thus for every x E C there exists an 
elementary strip V{x) x T such that 
{ V { c )  x T ) C ] A  <  3  
Clearly, { V ( x )  :  x  G C'} is a cover of C . Therefore, C  is covered by 
finitely many elements of the cover {V{x) : x Ç C} , say, ..., V'(a;n)} 
for some elements x i , . . .  , X n  E  C  .  Hence 
n 
C X T = U  X  T 
i=l 
which implies that . 
= ========= " ===== = 
. 4  =  U  { V { x i )  x T ) r \ A <  X ;  V { x i )  x T ) n A < A  
i i=l 
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which a contradiction • 
Next, we use transfinite induction to prove : 
THEOREM 4.2. Let I he an ordinal and a family of CAV-
compact spaces. Then the cartesian product X = Hig/ CAV-compact 
with the product topology defined on X. 
PROOF. Let A be an infinite set of X . We show that A has a 
complete accumulation point a = where G -Yj for every i E I . 
To construct the coordinate a^ of a , we choose a^ in such a way that it has 
the following property : 
(4.1) for every finite subset of ordinals <i 
and every j  E  F ^  U{i} and for every neighborhood V { c - j )  of o-j 
it is the case that 
A n Yiiai) = A with }^(a%) = Umel ^ rn 
where 
V { a j )  i f m G F i \ J { i }  
Xm otherwise 
Zm = 
Now, if there is a point a = (a^)^^/ in X whose coordinates a^-'s have 
the property (4.1), then it easy to verify that a is a complete accumulation 
point of A . For, let V be a basic neighborhood of a . Then from the way 
the product topology is defined V = FITOGI where Zm is a proper open 
subset of Xjn for at most finitely many m's . Let k be the maximum of 
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these finitely many m's . But since af^ satisfies the property (4.1) we have 
A n v  =  A  
as required. 
We need to show that the existence of the coordinates 's can be proved by 
transfinite induction. Assume on the contrary . Thus there exists a k G I (we 
can assume it the smallest) such that no point of Xj, have the property (4.1) . 
That is for every x G Xj^ , there exists a neighborhood U{x) of x in Xf^ 
and a finite set Fx of indices j < k and for every j E Fx there exists a 
neighborhood Vx{aj) of aj in Xj such that 
A n H{.v) n F^(a:) < A 
w h e r e  H {x) = {t = € X •• U{x)} and 
i % ( z )  =  n  w i t h  Z m = '  r n e F x  
m € l  X m  o t h e r w i s e  
Now, Xi^ is C^f-compact. Hence there exists a finite subset, say, 
{a;|,..., Xn} of such that 
^  =  U  H { x n )  
i=l 
[Otherwise, we can construct an infinite subset of Xf^ without complete accu­
mulation point. See Theorem 3.3]. 
Hence we have : 
m m 
[ j A f M I { x n ) ^ Y i ^ { x n ) =  (J A r \ Y j ^ { x n ) <  ^ A r \ Y ^ [ x n )  <  A  
^ n=l n=l' 
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Let F = U^=i -Flcn and • Clearly, F < oo and 
if p is the maximum of F , then p < k . However, .4 H < A which 
contradicts that ap has the property (4.1). Thus the Theorem is proved • 
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5 COMPLETE ACCUMULATION POINTS IN 
In this section, we examine more closely the existence via "construction" of 
a complete accumulation point of an infinite subset of where I is the 
closed real unit interval and e is a nonzero ordinal (finite or infinite) . The 
construction will pertain to . 
For the sake of simplicity we consider a complete accumulation point with re­
spect to an infinite set and not with respect to an infinite sequence as introduced 
in Definition 3.3. 
The case e = 1 : 
Let 5 be an infinite subset of J = [0,1] . Clearly, there exists a digit 
and a corresponding subset 5^ of S of the same cardinality as 5 such that 
5]^ consists of of all elements x of S with di appearing as the first digit 
in the decimal representation of a; , i.e., 
(5.1) $1 = {x : X Ç. S and x = 0.(f^ • • •} and •= S 
This is because S can be partitioned into 10 equivalence classes according to the 
( 10 digits ) of the first decimal digit in the decimal representation of the elements 
of 5 . 
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In connection with (5.1) we make the following crucial observation 
(5.2) The interval whose lowest vertex is 
and whose length is 10~^ contains 5^ , i.e., 
Ç 0.c(j + 10~^] and Si = 5 
Similarly, there exists a digit c?2 and a corresponding subset $2 of 5]^ 
such that : 
(5.3) 52 = {-c : a; € 5^ and x = 0.did2 • • •} and 52 = 5^ = 5 
Again, in connection with (5.3) we make the following crucial remark : 
(5.4) The interval whose lowest vertex is 0.rfjc?2 
and whose length is contains S2 , i.e., 
5^ Ç [O.rfj, + 10"^] and S2 = S 
Continuing this process we construct a decimal representation of a real number 
c 6  [ 0 , 1 ]  
(5.5) c = 0.did2 • • • dn •• • 
The corresponding crucial remark : 
(5.6) for every n G u; , the interval whose lowest vertex is 0.did2---dn and 
whose length is 10~" contains the subset Sn of 5^_]^ , i.e., 
5tj Ç [0.did2 • • • dji, 0.(^1^2 • • • dn + 10~"] and Sn = S 
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Obviously, c given by (5.5) is a complete accumulation point of S . 
The case e = 2 : 
Let 5 be an infinite subset of J x J . Clearly, there exists a digit d-y 
and the corresponding subset 5]^ of 5 of the same cardinality as S such 
that : 
(5.7) 5]^ = {(.T, y )  :  { x , y )  G 5 and x = O.c?^ " '  •} Si = S 
In connection with (5.7) we have : 
(5.8) The box whose lowest vertex is (0.t/]^,0) and whose dimensions are 
10by 1 contains 6'^ . Also, there exists a digit and 
a corresponding subset of of the same cardinality as 5"% 
such that : 
(5.9) 5]^]^ = {(a;,y) : (a;,z/) G 5^ A x  = 0 . d i - - -  A ^ = O.g^ - - } and Su = S 
Again, in connection with (5.9) we have the following observation : 
(5.10) The box whose lowest vertex is (O.cf^, O.g^) and whose dimensions are 
10"^ by 10~^ contains 5^]^ . 
Continuing the digitwise construction, we construct the ordered pair c G îx J 
( 5 . 1 1 )  c  =  { 0 . d i d 2  •  •  •  d p  •  •  • ,  0 . g i g 2  -  •  •  g f  '  • )  
The crucial observation on (5.11) is that : 
(5.12) For any p , q £ u ;  the box whose lowest vertex is {0.did2 • • • dp, 0.gig2 • • • gq) 
and whose dimensions are 10"^ by 10"^ contains a subset Sm 
(m = max {p, ç} ) of cardinality 5 . 
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Obviously, c given by (5.11) is a complete accumulation point of 5 . 
The case e = UJ : 
Let S be an infinite set of . To construct a complete accumulation 
point c 6 2^ of S given by : 
(5.13) c = (0.c?ii ' " " 1 0-^21 " <^271 " ^ - ) 
we use induction simultaneously on the digits of the first coordinates as well as the 
coordinates of c . 
Obviously, among the first digits of the first coordinate of elements of 5 , 
there exists a digit du and a corresponding subset 5]^^ of S of same 
cardinality as S such that : 
(5.14) -^11 = {(^1, " -, "CM, - - -) : (a^i,..., ...) E 5' and - - -} 
Among the second digits of the first coordinate of the elements of , there 
exists a digit di2 and a corresponding subset 5^2 of of the same 
cardinality as 5]^]^ such that : 
(5.15) *^12 ^(^1' ' ' ' ' ' ') ' (^lî***)^71î***) G *^21 
and • • •} 
Also there exists a digit ^21 and a corresponding subset S21 of S]^2 
such that : 
(5.16) S21 = {(a^i,... ,a:n> • • •) € S;]^2 • •'^2 ~ ^ •'^21'* "} ^21 ~ ^12 
In general, for any 0 < n G u» , there exists a digit d-^ji and a corresponding 
subset of such that : 
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(5.17) E 
and = •^(^-1)1 
Also, there exists a digit <^2(n—1) ^ corresponding subset '^2(n—1) 
of S\j^ such that : 
(5.18) S2^n_i-^ = {{xi,...,xn.-.)e Si^-.X2 = Q.d2id22---d2n-l---} and 
• ^ 2 ( 7 1 - 1 )  '  ^I n  
Finally, there exists a digit d^i and a corresponding subset S^i of 
^(n-l)2 Sni = 
(5.19) ^nl ~ {(^1' • • • • • •) S ~ ^ '^nl ' ' '} 
The crucial observation corresponding to n G a; is that the box with the 
lowest vertex v G given by : 
(5.20) r = (0.(^21 ' ' ' ^'^21 ' ' ' ^ 27%—1 » •••' • • •) 
and dimensions 10~" h y  10""''^^ h y  • • •  b y  10~^ b y  1  • • •  b y  1  •  
contains the subset 5"^^^ of S with 5'^^ = S 
We claim that c given by (5.13) is a complete accumulation point of 5 . 
First, we remark that c has the following property : 
(5.21) For any two finite subsets Fj = ,... ,nj^} and 
F 2  =  { j \ , . .. , j f ; }  of w the box with the lowest vertex v  whose 
7ij,...,n^ coordinates are the truncations of the 
coordinates of c and zero elsewhere, and with the corresponding dimensions 
10~-^î and 1 elsewhere with i = contains a subset of S 
of cardinality 5 . 
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To prove (5.21) we observe the following : 
The box given in (5.21) contains the box with lowest vertex 
v m  =  ( 0 - ^ 1 1  • • 0 . C 2 1  O . c ^ i ,  0 ,  0 ,  . . . )  a n d  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  
dimensions 
IQ—ÎÎÎ i)y m+1 f^y ... l)y 10~^ by 1 • • • by 1 • where 
m = Tnax{ni + Jl; - , "fc • This is because for the coordinate G Fi 
we have < 10~-''t and 
0 ' % l ' " % ( m - n , ) + l  +  
Now, for any neighborhood U of c , there exists a basic neighborhood V 
(In the product topology) such that c e V Ç 14 and V = where 
is an open subset of I and ^ X for finitely many i's, say, , in • 
Hence there exist truncations of the coordinates , in of c such that : 
—k • (0-Cy 1 • • • , O.C;% 1 • • • +10 ^ f^V j = 1, . . . , n 
Clearly, from (5.21) the box with the lowest vertex v whose ..., in 
coordinates are the ,..., truncations of the ij,..., in coordinates of 
-k • 
c and zero elsewhere, and, with the corresponding dimensions 10 and 
1 elsewhere with j = l,...,n contains a subset of S with cardinality 5 . 
Thus c is a complete accumulation point of S • 
The case e an infinite ordinal : 
For this case the existence of a complete accumulation point c of an infinite 
set 5 of cannot be obtained by transfinite induction simultaneously on the 
digits and the coordinates of c . In fact, the existence of c can be secured 
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either by : 
( i )  Transfinite induction on the digits of the coordinates of c . 
O R  
( i x )  Transfinite induction on the coordinates of c . 
Method (i) : 
Assume the first digit was constructed for every coordinate i of a complete ac­
cumulation point c of an infinite set 5 of , where i < A € e . To 
construct the first digit of the Ath coordinate of c choose a digit so it has the 
following property : 
For any finite set of coordinates in, where 
ij < \ , ÎOI j = 1,... ,n the box with the lowest vertex 
V (0, 0, •••1 ? 0, ^'^221 ^ *•*> 2 ) • • ') 
and, of corresponding dimensions 10""^ and 1 elsewhere 
contains a subset of S of cardinality 5 
If there is no first digit in the Ath coordinate of c satisfying the above 
property, then for every & = 0,..., g there exists a finite set Fj^ of coordinates 
o f  c  s u c h  t h a t  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  b o x  c o n t a i n s  a  s u b s e t  S f ^  w i t h  <  S  
If m = Fj^ , then the box with vertex Vm whose coordinates 
are zero except possibly on the [J Fj^ coordinates (where coordinates are given by 
the induction assumption) and, of corresponding dimensions contains a subset of 
S of cardinality less than that of S . This contradicts the construction of the 
first digit in the mth coordinate. 
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In general, to construct the nth digit in the Ath coordinate of c , choose 
a digit so that it has the following property : 
For any finite set of coordinates, say, ... ,im and any truncations 
(less than or equal to n if ij < X or less than or equal to n — 1 if ij > A ) 
of the coordinates - .im the box with vertex v whose coordinates are 
zero except possibly at the coordinates ... , im and, of corresponding 
dimensions contains a subset of S of cardinality S 
Again, if there is no nth digit in the Ath coordinate of c satisfying 
the above property, then as in the case of first digit construction, we can easily 
obtain a contradiction to the construction of the nth or the (n — l)th digit of 
some coordinate. Therefore, each coordinate of the point c is completely 
determined and in analogy to the case e = w it can be easily shown that c is 
in fact a complete accumulation point of the infinite set 5 of . 
Method (11) : 
Assume all the digits of every coordinate x of c are completely determined, 
for i < \ . 
To construct the nth digit of the Ath coordinate of c choose a digit so that it 
has the following property : 
For any finite set of coordinates, say, ... ,im where z^ < A for 
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and, any truncations (less than or equal n - 1 if ij = A) 
of the coordinates , im the box with vertex v given by 
V (0, 0, ..., 0, 1 • • • • • • ' 
O.Cj'2i • • • ^12^2' • • • ' '' ') 
and, of corresponding dimensions 1 elsewhere 
contains a subset 5^^ of S of cardinality 5 
If there is no n-digit in the Ath coordinate of c satisfying the above property, 
then it is not difficult to verify that this would contradict the construction of the 
(n — l)-digit of the Ath coordinate. Hence all the digits of each coordinate of 
c are completely determined . 
We show that c is in fact a complete accumulation point of the infinite set 
S of . Let 1/ be any neighborhood of c . Then there exists a basic 
neighborhood V of c (In the product topology) such that c E V ÇU and 
V = riige ^here Ui is an open subset of J and ^ I for finitely 
many i's, say, . Hence there exist truncations of the coordinates 
of c such that : 
+ 1 0  ^ 3 )  Ç  U i ^  f o r  j  =  l , . . . , n  
If m = max{ii, ..., in} ; say, m = , then from the construction of the 
A:g-digit of the zg coordinate of c the neighborhood V contains the subset 
of S of cardinality S . Thus c is a complete accumulation point of S • 
For related ideas see [24 - 27 ] .  
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As an application of the ideas related to , we establish the solvability of 
an infinite system of equations each with at most a countable number of unknowns, 
provided that every finite subsystem is solvable. 
First, we observe that if is a continuous function from a topological space 
X into the Reals 3î , then the subset {z G X : !F{x) = c} is a closed subset of X . 
LEMMA 5.1. Let {/îliçmQ, a family of continuous functions /j 
f r o m  a  c o m p a c t  s p a c e  X  i n t o  t h e  R e a l s  3 ?  .  T h e n  t h e  s y s t e m  { f i { x )  =  
of equations has a solution iff every finite subsystem has a solution. 
PROOF. Let 5j be the set of all solutions of the equation 
By the above observation 5j is closed subset of X , for each i 6 u>a Also 
by the hypothesis satisfies the finite intersection property. Hence 
^iÇ.ijJa nonempty, since -Y is compact space. Therefore, the system 
ifii^) — ^i)iç,u>a solvable. The converse is obvious • 
We recall that in a first-countable topological space T , the point p is in 
the closure of a subset A of T iff there exists a sequence in A 
which converges to p . Also, the countable product of first-countable spaces is 
first-countable space [28, p. 191] . 
LEMMA 5.2. Let c be a real number and be a sequence of 
real numbers such that I®/1 < oo . Then the set S of all solutions of 
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the equation : 
(5.22) a-^xi + a2X2 +• • • + cLnXn + • • • =c with Xje[—1,1] =  ^  
is a closed subset of (in the product topology) . 
PROOF. Let X = {^j)j£uj be a limit point of 5 in .4^ . Since 
is a countable product of a first-countable space A , there exists a sequence 
^ which converges to x (in the product topology) which 
equivalent to the pointwise convergence of j)Eit;xw ^ • We claim 
that X is a solution of the equation (5.22) . Notice : 
j=m 
— n > m and i E it; 
j=m 
Let e > 0 be given, then there exists an N £ such that 
oo 





C — ^  DJX^J 
J=1 
< - for all i G w 
N 
c — X I conv 
j — ^  / iEw 
we have for i > ip 
N ^ 
ergent to I c — ^ 
J=1 / iGu) 
iV 
- E 









< 2 + 2 = '  
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Hence a j x j  =  c .  Thus x  = { x j ) j Q ^  with G A = [-1,1] , 
is a solution of the equation (5.22) . Hence, 5 is closed subset of A'^ • 
We observe that the proof of Lemma 5.2 did not use the continuity of the 
linear functional involved in (5.22) which is proved in the Lemma below : 
LEMMA 5.3. Let m > 0 be a real number and f he a function from 
the topological space M. = [—m, nif^ into the Reals 3î such that : 
(5.23) /((-CiOieu;) = EzGw Xj € [-m, m] and 
y) ja^'l = A < oci 
Then f is continuous . 
PROOF. Since the space M. is a first-countable space, it is enough to 
show that if a sequence ij)j£(jj)iç^uj converges to (^j)j£m , then 
) converges to f{(xj)j^^ ) i.e., 
First, we notice that if (yj)jeu) G M and e > 0 is given, then there 
exists J = J(e) such that : 
oo 
converges to ^ 
(5.24) 
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Now, we claim that there exists an N E u} such that 
oo 
53 ^ j )  
J=1 
< € for all n > N 
Let N = Tnax{Ni, , Nj} , where for k = I,.... J Nf, is chosen so that 
I  ^ n k  I  <  ^  f ° ' '  2  ^ " ^ k  





X] ^ j )  
J = 1 
+ 
oo 
53 ^ j )  
i=J 
Using (5.24) from the above we see that for all n > N it is the case that : 
J oo 
S ° ' j ( ^ n j  ^ j )  
J=1 
C , , C 
^ 2l I'jl + 2 j=l 
Therefore, ^ for all n > N . Hence 
( ajxij converges to ajXj • 
REMARK 5.1. The continuity of the function f defined in (.5.23) can 
be asserted in view of the following observation : 
Since the linear functional f is an element of it follows that f is 
bounded. Hence f is continuous on every subset of / 29, p. 102 J . 
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LEMMA 5.4. Let m > 0 be a real number and f be a function from 
the subspace ( indicated below ) of the topological space A4 = [—m, m]^ into 
the Reals SR such that : 
(5.25) G [-m, m] 
jeuj 
where T] |a;^| < m and a.j = 0 . Then f is continuous. 
PROOF. First, we observe that from (5.25) it follows that the domain of 
the function is closed subset of M. . But then as in Lemma 5.3 , since M. 





converges to ^ 
z'eo; 
Since converges to zero it implies that for every e > 0, there exists 
(o G w such that |a^| < for all i > io . Let N = max{Ni, ..., 
where for k = 1,... , io the integer is chosen in such a way that for all 
n > , we have : 
with a = supi^^ ICjl 
Now, for all n > N , we then have 
oo 
XI i^nj 







J = î o + l  
< 
(o oo 
I"";! ^ + 
j = i  2%oO 4m . . , , J =(0+1 
Fnji 
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Which in view of ^ \ x j \  <  m  implies ^ f + f = ^ Thus 
CO \ oo 
a j x : j  c o n v e r g e s  to ^ a j X j  
i = i  A e w  
Therefore, / is a continuous function • 
REMARK 5.2. Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 established the continuity of the 
function f given hy ~ ^iEw °i^i for the following cases : 
(i) Mieuj ^ i^i)ieuj G with xi € [-m, m] 
( » )  ( s ) i e u ;  ^  < ^ 0  a n d  E  w i f A  X )  ^  
where, CQ the space of all scalar sequences that converges to 0 (30, p. 68] . 
We will establish the continuity of / for the case where and 
(•^zOiGu; G t'P with q<l and \^ i?  < rnP and i + | = 1 
LEMMA 5.5. Let m > 0 be a real number and ^ 
q > 1 . Let f be a function from the subspace ( indicated below ) of the 
topological space A4 = [—m, m] into the Reals 3î such that : 
(5.26) /((zJiGw) = L ^i ^ "'l 
i£uj 
where \x;\^ < and —I— = 1 
^ ' p q 
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Then f is continuous. 
PROOF. As shown in Lemma 5.3 , since the space M. is first-countable, 
it is enough to show that if the sequence converges pointwise to 
' then : 
oo \ oo 
converges to ^ 
/ ieuj 
We first note that the domain of the function / given in (5.26) is a closed subset 
of M . This because and the sequence of partial sums 
Sn = Hj—i \^j\^ is bounded above by mP . Now, since ^ » then 
it is the case that , given e > 0 , there exists ig G w such that : 
oo 
i=io + l 















Let N = max{N-^., . . . ,  ,  w h e r e  f o r  &  =  t h e  i n t e g e r  
is chosen in such a way that for all n > , it is the case that ; 
^ n i - = ^ j \  <  ^  w / i e r e  . 4  =  g  |  a j  
Thus, for all n > iV , we then have 
1=1 
oc 













e  e  
2% + 2 = 
The contents of the Lemmas 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 can be summarized as follows. Con­
sider the W X u matrix M , where W is an infinite ordinal and the vector 
(®î)iGù; ' w^kere the Oj's are reals : 
(1) 
^11 •^12 ••• nj 
• • •  
Let Xj be defined as : 
(2) 
W xw  
«1 
«2 (=2 
w x l  • • 
'j = ^ 'h 
We are interested in the existence of the inner product : 
Wxl 
(3) (xi, i2> •••> ij, •••)* 
«2 
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and the existence of 
(4) lim Ci 
iew ' 
/ \ / \ 
xii ^12 
(5) • a i ,  
=(2 
In fact, we are interested in the case where (3) exists and implies the existence 
of (4) and there equality. Let us observe that (3) can be interpreted as the sum 
of the limits of Ho many convergent sequences : 
«2' 
/ 
Moreover, (4) can be interpreted as a possible limit of a sequence which is 
obtained by summing Ko many convergent sequences appearing in (5) . 
Thus, we are interested in the question : "Under what conditions the sequence 
S obtained by adding Ho many sequences is convergent to the sum of the 
limits of the 5^-'s" . 
The above question was answered in Lemmas 5.3, 5.4, 5.5. 
Let us observe that the same question has an affirmative answer in the case 
of finitely many convergent sequences (instead of Ho many convergent 
sequences) without any additional conditions. 
As shown above the existence of ( 3 ) is secured in particular when : 
(6) W)zGw S and (ojOieu; G where i + i = 1 , allowing the 
case where p = 1, g = oo and vice versa. 
Viewing A = (aj, ^2, ...) as a linear functional from a subset of 9?'^ 
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into the Reals % , from (6) it follows that A is a continuous function on 
in the ^P-norm (since A is bounded). However, as (2) indicates we 
assume only the pointwise convergence of in (1) . Thus if we insist 
on treating A as a linear operator from a subset of 9%^ in its product topology 
(and not necessarily in its norm topology defined on some subspace of ). 
The product (TychonoiF) topology was devised precisely to secure the conver­
gence of the sequence ((sîjjOiGw for every j G w. 
In fact, the following example shows that the product topology is the right 
topology in the context of the Lemmas 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 ; 
1  0  0  0  • • •  1 1 
0  1 0  0  • • •  1 2 
1 
2 
0  0  1  • • •  0  * 1 3 — 
1 
3 
.1 .1 i i .1 i 
0  0  0  •  • •  0  
We observe also that the existence of (3) , the existence of (4) and their 
equality was established via the imposition of the following restrictions on the x^-'s 
and the a^-'s : 
(i) G [-n%, rn]'^ , when (a^-)i'Gw 
(ii) S kjl < m , when lima^ = 0 
(iii) E < mP , when (a^-)igu; ^ 
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Below, we consider application of the Lemmas 5.3, 5.4, 5.5. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let the infinite system ( not necessarily countable } of 
linear equations in infinitely (countable ) many unknowns x-^, X2, ... be given 
as : 
( S )  
«11 «12 ••• Hj 





w x l  - I'Fxl 
where : 
(9) The rows of the matrix (W x w j are elements of , and ç > 1 
(10) Each finite subsystem has a solution X as an element of CP , such 
that | |-Y||p < m and ^ ^ = 1 . Then the system (8) has a solution. 
PROOF. First, we notice that ||%||p < m implies that X G 
[—m, m\^ = M. , which is a compact subset of 3?^ in the product topology . 
Since («y E , by Lemma 5.5 we see that for each i Ç.W the function 
(11) fiii^j)jeu;) = Z 
jEuJ 
is continuous on the set T = CP Cl  A4  . Hence, the solution set of the 
equation fii{^ij)jç^u/) — H ^ closed subset of T . In view of (10) the 
family satisfies the finite intersection property. Clearly, from the 
proof of Lemma 5.5 it follows that T is a closed subset of M. . Thus, 
T is compact. Therefore, •S'j is a nonempty subset of T . Hence, 
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the system (8) has a solution, namely, any point in the intersection Qigpy • 
THEOREM 5.2. Consider the system (8) in Theorem 5.1 , where : 
(12) («ijOjGu; ^ for each ieW 
(13) Each finite subsystem has a solution X as an element of , such 
that l l -Y|loo ^ .  Then the system (8) has a solution. 
PROOF. We invoke Lemma 5.3 and follow the step of the proof of Theorem 
5.1 • 
THEOREM 5.3. Consider the 
5.1, where : 
(14) <^ij = 0 for every 
has a solution X as an element of 
system (8) has a solution. 
system of linear equations (8) in Theorem 
i € W and every finite subsystem of (8) 
^ such that | | .Y| |2 < m .  Then the 
We invoke Lemma 5.4 and follow the steps of the proof of Theorem 5.1 • 
REMARK 5.3. In Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, we assumed that the system 
(8) has the property that every finite subsystem of equations has a solution satisfying 
an appropriate condition. 
Below, we give a necessary condition for the solvability of each finite subsystem 
of the system (8) . 
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THEOREM 5.4. A necessary condition for the solvability in tP , with 
Hons bounded b 
the system (8) is : 
soluti y m of the subsystem ( IZIFW — C;, I of 
\ k J  J  k / k E n £ u )  
(15) E "-k^k < m ( ^ 
ken \  ken j'Ew 
for any finite set of real numbers {'''k)kSn g > 1 , where 
Ui^j = 0 if q = oo 
PROOF. Let {'''k^kÇn ^e any finite set of real numbers. Since 
{0'ij^j)jç_ijj E for ken, then it is obvious that ^ T.ken ^k°-ij,j ) -^ € . 
Let {yj)jç.^ e CP be a solution of the finite subsystem ~ ^^^k) ke 
with II {yj)jç.ijj \\p < ^ • By Holder's inequality we have : 
Ç ( ,Ç " I E v:i,j ) 
ïGu; \ k£n / \ fcEn / 
Hence 
E -k% < m 
ken 
Thus Theorem 5.4 is established 
E , ^ k J  
ken / jgw 
In view of (14), we observe that the above necessary condition also implies the 
consistency of the subsystem mentioned in Theorem 5.4. This is because whenever 
( ^ken ^k^if^j ) ~ ^ then ^ J2ken ^k^if, ) ~ ^ 
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Using Hahn-Banach Theorem [31, p. 102] it can be shown that the condition 
(15) is also a sufficient condition for the existence of the solution mentioned in 
Theorem 5.4 of the finite subsystem of the system (8). 
Thus, in view of Theorems 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 we see that (14) is a necessary 
and sufficient for the system (8) to has m-bounded a solution under the given 
hypotheses. This can be done by taking the subspace S generating by the rows 
of the W X u: matrix of the system (8) and by defining the linear functional / 
on 5 as : 
(16) /((«oOjGw) = for each i e W  
In view of (15) the function defined in (16) is bounded on 5 . Then by 
Hahn-Banach Theorem, there exists an extension of / which can be represented 
as an element of iP . Obviously, this extension is an m-bounded solution of the 
system (8) . 
For related ideas see [32, p. 196], [33, p. 15] • 
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6 RECEDING SETS OF ORDINALS 
In this section, we consider the properties and the consequences of Receding 
sets and in particular receding sets of ordinals. In a way, they are the duals of 
expanding sets of which we give some results to start with. 
Let T be a topological space. The following statements are pairwise equiv­
alent ; 
(i) Classical : Every open cover of T has a finite subcover . 
(ii) Cluster point : Every net in T has a cluster point . 
(iii) Tower : No well-ordered (by Ç) set of proper open sets covers T . 
First, we show (i) implies (ii) : 
Let X =  { x j  6  r  :  i  G  / }  b e  a  n e t ,  w h e r e ,  I is a directed set. Assume on 
the contrary, that X has no cluster point in T . Hence, for every t Ç. T 
there exists a neighborhood Uf of t and ocf E I such that Xj 0 Uf for 
all j > OLt • Thus, T = . Since T is classical compact, we have 
T = . Let a be an upper bound of ,..., . Then, 
Xa € • Therefore, XQC € Ui^ for some i with 1 < i < n , which 
contradicts that a> a*. . 
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To show that (ii) implies (iii) : 
Let 5 = :i E 1} be a well-ordered (by Ç) set of proper open subsets 5j's 
Assume on the contrary , that (J 5 = T . This implies that I is a limit 
ordinal. " Disjointify " S (by transfinite induction ) as follows : 
Let 
-OyLi = I U •5'i U I ~ U f x e  I  
V i<fi / \ i<fx / 
If Sfx — Ui<^ .9; = 0 then discard Dju, . It is easy to see that the well- or­
dered set D = {Dj : j E J} has the following properties : 
(1) D,. Ç 
(2) Ujej Dj = Uie/ Si 
(3) no element Dj  of D is the union of the preceding elements in D.  
From (1) and (2) , we see that the well-ordered set D is a cover of T by 
proper open sets. Moreover, because of (3) above we can choose a point 
tj G Dj with tj 0 (J Di 
Then the set Y = {tj^ : i E J} is a well-ordered set (by the well ordering of D) . 
Since D is a cover of T by proper open sets, we see that J is a limit ordinal 
and by (ii) there exists t E T which is a cluster point of Y . Then t E Dj for 
some j E J . Since Dj is an open set containing t , we see that Y must be fre­
q u e n t l y  i n  D j  .  B u t ,  t h i s  i s  a  c o n t r a d i c t i o n ,  b e c a u s e  t j ^ ^ D j  f o r  a l l  k  >  j +  1  .  
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Next, we show that (iii) implies (i) : 
Suppose cl = {Aj : i G is a cover of T with no finite subcover. Without 
loss of generality, we can assume that Si is a cover of the smallest cardinality 
with such property. Now, we construct the Tower D = {D^ : i E w^} defined 
recursively as follows : 
The family D has the following properties : 
(1) If Dj  G D ,  then Dj  is a proper open subset, because of the smallest 
cardinality of & . 
(2) D is a well-ordered set (by Ç) 
Now, since 9, is a cover of T in view of (3) above we see that D is 
We notice that (ii) can be replaced by the following Theorem due to (A. Abian) 
THEOREM(Abian) . .4 topological space T is compact iff every well-
ordered subset of T has a cluster point. 
Do = Ao 
and 
(3) uD = u a 
a cover of T which a contradiction to (ii) . 
PROOF. In proving (ii) implies (iii) above by assuming the negation of (iii) 
we constructed in fact a well-ordered set with no cluster point. This contradicts 
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the hypothesis of the Theorem. Hence, if every well-ordered (by Ç) set of proper 
open sets of T covers T The converse clearly holds, because of the equivalence 
of (i), (ii) and (iii) • 
For the sake of completeness, it is also interesting to notice that the Tower 
definition of compactness directly implies the complete accumulation point defini­
tion of compactness. 
THEOREM . In a topological space T the following statements are equiv­
alent : 
(I) No well-ordered (by Ç) set of proper open sets of T covers T . 
(II) Every infinite subset of T has a complete accumulation point. 
PROOF. We show (I) implies (II) : 
Let S be an infinite set with no complete accumulation point in T . Hence, 
for every t £ T , there exists a neighborhood Uf of t such that 
Ut n S < f 
Clearly, cl = {Uf '.tÇ.T and Uf C\ S < S} is a cover of T with no finite 
subcover. This is because no finite subfamily of di will cover S. Without loss 
of generality, we can assume SL is of smallest cardinality with such property. 
Now, the rest of the proof is the same as proving (iii) implies (i) for the converse 
see Theorem 3.3 • 
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Next, we consider the questions related to the receding sequences of sets of 
ordinals. 
Let min S denote the minimum of the nonempty set S of ordinals . 
DEFINITION 6.1. Lei k be an infiniie cardinal .  for every i  < k 
let 5j be a nonempty subset of k . The sequence is called receding 
if and only if for every element i, j, r > 0 of k 
(6.1) i < j implies min < min Sj 
(6.2) i < j implies 5j D Sj  
(6.3) ni<i. = Sw for some w E K 
Based on the above definition we prove ; 
LEMMA 6.1. Let (•5j")i</c ® receding sequence. Let c < k . If 
c 6 for some i < k then : 
(6-4) n {Si : c E 5j} = Sw for some w < c 
PROOF. First, we claim that c < min Sc for every c < k . Assume on 
the contrary and let c be the smallest ordinal such that c > min Sc = rn • 
Since m < c , then by (6.1) above we have min Sm < min Sc = m which 
contradicts that c is the smallest with such property. Hence, c < min Sc for 
every c , in particular from (6.1) we can see that c ^ and if z E 5j , 
then X > i because x > min S^ > i . 
From c 0 it follows that = 0 . Now, let i' be the 
smallest ordinal such that c ^ Sv • Clearly, v < c + 1 < /c , moreover, if i < v 
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then c 6 5j . 
Conversely, because of (6.2) above , if c S 5^ , then i < v but then (6.3) 
implies (6.4) • 
LEMMA 6.2. Let (5'^')i<K be a receding sequence, then (6.3) is equivalent 
to the following condition : 
PROOF. Assume (6.3) and let v be a nonlimit ordinal, then v has 
an immediate predecessor ( y - 1 ) . For i < i' — 1 < i' by (6.2) Ç 5^-
which implies Ç ni<y S{ . Moreover, since t' — 1 < v we have 
n/<i; Si Ç S^,_i . Hence, Hzcr ^i — ^v—1 • Next, let v be a limit ordinal. 
Clearly, Sy Q 5j for every i < v . Thus, Sv Q C[i<.v - But, then 
by (6.2) it is the case that w < v . Since v is a limit ordinal we have 
w 4-1 < V which implies D Dicv = Sw which contradicts (6.2). 
Conversely, Assume (6.5) holds, then (6.3) holds obviously • 
We see that (6.3) can be replaced by (6.5) . 
LEMMA 6.3 . Let (•5i)i<K be a receding sequence. Let f be a 
(6.5) 
i<v 
n Si = ' if V is a nonlimit ordinal 
Sv if V is a limit ordinal 
Thus, S^ — S11 
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mapping from k into k such that 
(6.6) f { x )  =  <  0 
min n {Si : x E S{} 
if X ^ Si for every i < k 
otherwise 
Then /(O) = 0 . Moreover, c > 0 is a fixed point of f if and only if 
c = min S-m for some w < k 
PROOF. It is clear from (6.6) that f { x )  <  x  for every x  <  k .  
Therefore, /(O) = 0 . Moreover, let c = min Sui • First, we notice that if 
i 7^ w and c G 5,j then i < w , for if w < i then by (6.1) we see that 
min Syj < rnin Si which contradicts that c 6 Sj- . Hence, i < w and by 
(6.2) , it is the case that Sw C . Therefore, fl {•5'j : c E S^} = Sw which 
by (6.6) we have 
Thus, indeed c is a fixed point of / . 
Conversely, let /(c) = c > 0 , then from (6.6) it follows that c 6 5j 
for some i < k . Hence, {5j : c G S'j} ^ 0 then from (6.4) we have 
n {Sj : c G 5j} = Sw for some w < K . But, then from (6.6) it follows that 
/(c) = min Sw • Thus the Lemma is proved • 
Next, we recapitulate some of the principal properties of a receding sequence 
(5j)j<^ of sets Sj's of of an ordinal number. First, Sj is empty, 
because for every i < K it is the case that i 0 . Moreover, by (6.2) we 
have S^  D Sj  for every i, j with i < j < K . Hence, it is easy to see 
/(c) = min PI {S i  : C G 5 -^} = min Sw = c 
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that each 5j is cofinal to K . Also, we notice that the set of all fixed points of 
the function / given by (6.6) is cofinal to the cardinal K because for every 
V < K we see that v < min Sy = , i.e., 
Sv = n /or every v < K 
i  < t'+l 
DEFINITION 6.2 . We recall [34, p- SO ] that a cardinal K > u} is 
called (two-valued) measurable iff there exists a K-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter 
li in the field 2'^ of all subsets of K . Thus, U is a nonprincipal ultrafilter 
of 2'^ such that for every subset S of li if : 
S < K then Pi 5 6 W 
[ cf. 37] . 
DEFINITION 6.3 . Let K be a measurable cardinal [34, p. 33] A 
K-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter V of 2^ is called a strongly K-complete 
nonprincipal ultrafilter of 2'^ iff for every mapping f from K into K 
we have : 
(6.7) {x : f(x) < x} £ D implies there exists a t E k such that 
{ a ;  :  f { x )  =  t }  e  T >  
Based on the above definitions we prove 
LEMMA 6.4. Let K he a measurable cardinal and T) be a strongly K-
complete nonprincipal ultrafilter of 2'^ . Let f be a mapping from K into K 
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such that 
A  =  { x  :  f { x )  <  x }  GV  
If 
( z  :  f { x )  =  t }  f o r  e v e r y  t  <  K 
then 
{ x  :  f { x )  —  x }  e  V  
PROOF. Since {z : f { x )  < x} U {a: : f { x )  =  x }  =  A  E  V  and 
{.r : f{x) < z} Q {.c : f{x) = .r} = 0 
then 
{  X  :  f { x )  <  x }  
Because of the hypothesis and the fact that V is strongly «-complete 
nonprincipal ultrafilter we have 
{ X ; f{ x )  = X } € 7? e 
It is well known [34, P- 33] that if K is a measurable cardinal then there 
exists a strongly «-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter in the field 2'^ of all subsets 
of K [cf. 38] . 
THEOREM 6.1. Let K he a measurable cardinal and V be a strongly 
K-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter of 2'^ . Let be a receding sequence 
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such that : 
(6.8) Si £ V for every i < K 
then 
(6.9) { min S^ - ; i 6 k } G 2? 
PROOF. Consider the mapping / from K into K as given by (6.6) 
Since f{x) < x for every x < K we have 
{  X  :  f { x )  <  X  }  =  «  G  
Now, we claim that 
(6.10) {z : f { x )  =  t  }  ^  V  f o r  e v e r y  t  <  K 
Assume on the contrary. Then the subset : 
(6.11) H  =  { X :  f { x )  =  /i } 6 2? for some 0 < h < K 
Let x E H , then by (6.6) we have h = min D {5j : x G 5^} and by (6.4) 
it is the case that h = min Sw , for some iv < K . Moreover, x 0 •5'jy+i , 
because otherwise by (6.1), (6.2) it would follow that f{x) = min 5^,+^ > h 
. In short, if x£H, x ^ . Hence, = 0 which contradicts 
that both H and Syjj^i are elements of the ultrafilter V . 
On the other hand, if h = 0 , then either H is contained in So but not 
in any S^ with o < i < K (because 0 ^ for all i > 0 ) or else, HDS^ = 0 
for every i < K . Thus, either of the two cases leads to a contradiction as in 
the above. Hence, our claim is established. But then by Lemma 6.4 the set 
{a; ; f(x) = z} is an element of T> . Moreover, by Lemma 6.3 the set of fixed 
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points of the mapping / mentioned in (6.6) is equal to { min : i < K} 
Thus, the Theorem is proved # 
As an application of the notion of receding sequences we give a novel proof of 
Ramsey's Theorem. 
First, we introduce some notations and recall some definitions. 
A partition of a set B is a pairwise disjoint family F = {Xj : i E 1} such 
t h a t  [ J F  =  B  .  
For any set B and any natural number n > 0 
[ B f  =  { X  Ç B  :  T  =  n }  
is the set of all subsets of B that have exactly n elements. 
DEFINITION 6.3 . If {.Yj : i E 1} is a partition of [5]^ then a set 
H Ç B is homogeneous for the partition if for some i E I , [H]^ Ç Xj^ 
THEOREM 6.2 . Let n and k be natural numbers. Every partition 
..., Xf,} of [w]" into k pieces has an infinite homogeneous set. 
PROOF. Clearly, the Theorem is true for n = 1 . 
Assume that the statement of the Theorem holds for n then we prove it for n +1 
Let , ..., be a partition of . [w \ {0}]^ be partition 
into k pieces in the following sense : 
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I f  z € [ w \ { 0 } ] "  t h e n  x € iff x U {0} G . But then by the induction 
hypothesis there exists an infinite set Hmo Q'^\ {0} such that [HmoV' G X^ 
(i.e., [HTUO U {0}]""'"^ Ç Xi for some i with 1 < i < k) 
Let mj be the smallest element of Hmo • It is obvious that mj > mo = 0 
Now, let [-ffmo \ be partitioned in the following sense : 
If z E [Hmo \ then x E X^ iff z U {m^} 6 X^ . By the 
induction hypothesis there exists an infinite set Hmi 5 Hrrtx) \ {"^l} such that 
Ç 
{i.e., [Hmi Ç Xi for some i with I < i < k) 
Let m2 be the smallest element of Hmi • Clearly, nig > > mo = 0 
Now, we consider the sequence M = {mi • z E w} where rrii-^-i = smallest 
element of -ffmj • Let [M]^ be partitioned into k pieces in the following 
sense : 
m j  e  X j  i f f  [ H m j ] ^  Ç-Y/ for some i ,  l < i < k  
Therefore, there exists an infinite set 7i C M such that Ç Xf for 
some t with 1 < t < k . 
We claim that 7 i  is the desired homogeneous set for the partition {-Vj, ..., X j ^ }  
of . Let X = G and assume rrij^ is the 
minimum of .Y . Hence, m ^ j  E Hmi^ for j = l,...,n and we have 
U E Xf . Thus, the Theorem is proved • 
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We prove the following generalization of Theorem. (6.2) . In what follows 
[Sp shall denote the set of all 2-elements subsets of S . 
THEOREM 6.3 . Let K be a measurable cardinal and 2? a strongly 
K-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter of 2'^ . Let [k]^ be partitioned into two 
(mutually disjoint) parts A and B . Then there exists a subset H. of K 
such that % E D and either ['W]^ Ç A or else Ç B 
(We observe that H G V implies H = K) 
PROOF. For elements p. and u of K we let 
(6.12) [ f i ,  S i , ,  M )  with M 6 {.4, B} 
denote the fact that : 
(6.13) Si/ eV and {{Z, /I} : X G 5i/} Ç M 
Triplets such as the given in (6.12) exist. For instance, let us consider the set 
5 given by : 
5 = {{i, 0} : a: G « \ {0} } 
Clearly, by virtue of the partition {A, B} of [k]^ , the set S is also partitioned 
into two corresponding parts which induce the obvious partition of {z : {x, 0} € 5} 
into two parts. However, since K \ {0} S T) , one and only one of the two parts, 
say. So of {x : {x, 0} G 5} must be an element of V . But then 
either {{z,0} : x G 5o} Ç .4 or else, {{z, 0} : x G 5o} Q B . If, say, 
{{x,0} : x G 5o} Ç B then the triplet (0, 5o, B) exists which satisfies (6.13) 
i.e.. So G "D and {{a:,0} : x G So} Q B . 
Again, starting with min So instead of 0 and So instead of K we 
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derive the existence of the triplet, say, ( min So ,  5'^, A ) with 5^ Ç So  and 
{{a;, min So} • x Ç Sj} Ç ^ . Since V is a «-complete ultrafilter, from the 
the above it follows that for every i < K there exists a triplet , 
(6.14) ( min J Sj ,  S i ,  M ) with M 6 {A ,  B} such that 
^ J <  0  
and 
(6.15) S I = {X : Z E r\ j ^  I Sj  and {x, minr\ j ^  J Sj}  G M }  £  V  
From (6.15) it follows that (5'j)j<-^ is a receding sequence satisfying the 
hypothesis of Theorem 6.1 namely, (6.8). Hence in view of (6.10) we see that 
{minSi : ^ G T* . But then, as (6.14) shows, the partition {.4, B} 
induces the obvious partition of {minSi : i G «} into two parts. However, 
since {minSi : i < K} £ V one and only one of the two parts , say, 7i of 
{minSi : i < K} must be an element of V . But then either Ç A or else 
Ç 5 , as desired. Thus, the Theorem is proved • 
REMARK 6.1. We recapitulate the essential points of the proof of Theorem 
6.3. 
Let K he a measurable cardinal and T) be a strongly K-complete nonprincipal 
ultrafilter in the field 2'^ of all subsets of K . Let {.4, B} indicate a 
partition of [k]^ . 
We constructed a receding sequence ('5'i)i</c subsets of K based on 
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{ A ,  B }  a s  f o l l o w s  :  
(i) {{x, E f] Sj 
j<i 
and TUj- = min Q Sj and z ^ m^} 
j<i 
is completely a subset of A or completely a subset of B 
Si E "D for every i < K 
(iii) From (ii) and by Theorem 6.1 we have : 
M = { min 5j : i < K } E D 
Moreover, by (i) we see that M is partitioned by {A, B} . The subset 
of M which is in T) is the desired homogeneous subset of K . From the 
above we see that the measurability of K is used to ensure that nê<t' > 
for V £ K . 
Moreover, since the elements of the receding sequence are in D , the set of 
minimums of the elements of the receding sequence is also in D . We observe 
that the existence of a K-complete nonprincipal ultrafilter is enough to ensure the 
existence of K —[k]^ (i.e., The existence of a homogeneous subset of K of 
cardinality K for the partition {A, B}) without implying that the homogeneous 
subset of K is in ultrafilter. 
We show below that for the existence of « —r [k]^ it is not necessary that 
K be a measurable cardinal. In fact, for the existence of k —^ [k]^ it is 
necessary and sufficient that K be a Hausdorff cardinal (i.e., weakly compact 
cardinal , i.e., strongly inaccessible ramifiable cardinal ) as defined 
below [ cf. 40 - 42 ] . 
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7 CAJ-RAMIFIABLE AND HAUSDORFF CARDINALS 
In this section, motivated by the notion of a ramifiable cardinal we define a 
C^lC-cardinal and show that such cardinals > No exist under the assumption of 
Martin's axiom. 
Let X be an element of a partially ordered set { V ,  <  ) . Then we denote 
by I(x) the initial segment of V determine by x , i.e., the set of all 
the predecessors of x in V Moreover, if I{x) is a well-ordered subset of 
V  t h e n  w e  d e n o t e  b y  r a n k ( x )  t h e  u n i q u e  o r d i n a l  s i m i l a r  t o  I { x ) .  
Accordingly, we have : 
I { x )  =  { y  :  y  E V  and y  <  x }  for every x  £ V  
We recall that a partially ordered set (T, <) is called a tree i f f  I { x )  is 
a well-ordered subset of (T, <) , for every z E T . Moreover, the rank of the 
tree denoted by rank{T) is defined to be : 
rank(T) = sup {rank{x) : x E T } 
An infinite cardinal a is called a ramifiable cardinal iff for every tree 
(T, <) (with a least element) of rank a and Aj < a , for every 7 < a , 
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where 
(7.1) A-y = {û € T : ranfc(a) = 7} 
There exists a subset 5 of T such that B = a and B well-ordered by 
< . 
LEMMA 7.1. u! is ramifiable. 
PROOF. Let (T, <) (with a least element) of rank w and suppose 
An < No for n € u; . Clearly, T = NQ , and because vank[T) = w we can 
see that An 9^ 0 for every a G w . 
Let 5 be a subset of T such that a; € 5 iff x has infinitely many 
successors in T . Clearly, the least element is in 5 . Hence, 5 is a nonempty 
subset of T . By Zorn's Lemma S contains a maximal chain C . If C is 
finite, then it has a last element, say, i 6 Am for some m e ui . Now, i has 
infinitely many successors. Because Am < No , then there exist .T € 
such that X is a successor of t and x has infinitely many successors, which 
contradicts the maximality of C . Hence, C is infinite, and it is not difficult 
to see that a chain in a tree is a well-ordered subset. Thus, the Lemma is proved • 
REMARK 7.1. We observe that the above Lemma is proved in ZJ-C , 
However, it is interesting to notice that this proof will fail for the case of , 
because it might be the case that there exists an element in the tree (of rank ) 
for example, the least element, which has successors but any chain which 
contains this element (the least element) is at most countable. 
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Although, in the case of the cardinal , the initial segment of each element 
in the limit ordinal level ( Say, -4.^2 ) ® well-ordered set and because each level 
has elements of cardinality less than , which means that there exist elements at 
each level with successors, but still there is no guarantee that the constructed 
chain [where each element of this chain has successors] will be an initial 
segment of an element in the limit ordinal level. 
In fact, if we consider the Model of = L) . (i.e., GôdeVs Model) . 
then there exist a tree ( Suslin tree ) in which every chain (and anti-chain) is at 
most countable. Hence, is not ramifiable cardinal in ZT + (V = V) . 
On the other hand, if we consider ZT + MA + -^CH where MA is the 
Martin's axiom [43] and CH is the continume hypothesis ( i.e., 2^" = ) 
then we can show that any cardinal less than 2^® is CyUJ-ramiAable ( Count­
able Anti-chain Condition ramifiable ) cardinal as defined below. To prove this 
assertion we need the following preliminaries : 
Let ("P, <) be a partially ordered set. Elements x and y oi V are 
called compatible iff x and y have nonzero (i.e., not the least element) 
lower bound in V otherwise, x and y are called incompatible . V is 
said to satisfy CTC (the Countable Incompatibility Condition) iff every subset 
of V whose elements are pairwise incompatible is countable. Clearly, if a pair 
of nonzero elements of V are incompatible, then they are incomparable, but not 
conversely. Thus if V satisfies (the Countable Anti-chain Condition, i.e., 
any set of pairwise incomparable elements of V is countable) then V satisfies 
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CIC , but not conversely. 
A subset F of "P is called a filter of V iff : 
(i) The elements of F are pairwise compatible in F 
(ii) X  E  F and y  E V  and y  >  x  imply y  E  F 
A subset H of P is called a dense subset of V iff for every x E  V 
there exists y E H such that y < x . We notice that V has finitely many 
or else continumly many dense subsets [44]. Moreover, it has been shown [ 45, 
p. 72 ] that ZJ- + MA + -'CH consistent. 
An infinite cardinal a is called C.4C-ramifiable iff for every tree (T, <) 
(with a least element) of rank a which satisfies CAC , there is a subset B of 
T such that B = a and B is well-ordered by < . 
LEMMA 7.2. K  be an infinite cardinal and (T, <) he a tree of rank 
K and A-y < KQ for every j < k . Let x E T be such that x has 
K-many successors. Then for every -y < k , with 7 > rank{x) there exists 
y E Aj such that : 
(i) y is a successor of x 
and 
( i i )  y  has K -many successors 
PROOF. To prove (i) , suppose that there exists 70 < « , such that for 
every y E A-^q it is the case that y is not a successor of x . It then follows 
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that X has at most 7o < K successors which a contradiction. Hence, (i) 
is established . 
Next, we show that (ii) holds. Assume on the contrary , i.e., there exists 
7o < K such that none of the successors of x in has «-many successors. 
Now : 
[J -4A ^ 7O < K 
o:<7o 
Hence, x has «-many successors in ^\Ua<7o and since .4^0 < No 
then this would imply that one of the successors of x in has K-many 
successors, which contradicts our assumption. Therefore, there is a successor 
y Ç. Ay of X which has K-many successors, for every a < k . Thus the 
Lemma is proved • 
Based on the consideration we prove : 
THEOREM 7.1 . If K  is an infinite cardinal less than 2^° , then there 
is a Model of ZTC , where K is CAC-ramifiable. 
PROOF. Let (.W, 6 ) be a Model of ZT + MA + -<CH . We show 
that K is CAC-ramifiable in (Ai, G ) . Let (T, <) be a tree (with a least 
element) of rank K and Ay < No , for every Y < K such that T satisfies 
CAC . Let 5 be a subset of T such that x E S iff ^ has K-many 
successors in T . 
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Clearly, the least element of T is in S . Hence, 5 is a nonempty subset 
of T . Let us reverse the order in 5 . Thus, in (5, >) every element has « 
predecessors. 
Now, given 7 < k , by Lemma 7.2 it is the case that : 
= IJ Aa n 5 
7<a<« 
is a dense subset of (5, >) . Hence, H = is a list of K  many 
dense subsets of (S, >) . Since no two incomparable elements of (T, <) have 
an upper bound, it follows that in (5, >) no two elements have a lower bound. 
Thus, every set of incomparable elements of (5, >) is a set of incompatible 
elements of (5, >) . But, since (5, >) is CAC , then (5, >) is CIC. 
Consequently, we may apply Martin's axiom to (5, >) and H = 
and conclude that there exists a filter F of (5, >) such that : 
F n ^ 0 for every j < k . Hence F = k . 
But, since no two incomparable elements of (5, >) have a lower bound, it 
then follows that F must be a (well-ordered) chain in (S", >) and therefore, 
also a (well-ordered) chain in (S, <) • 
DEFINITION 7.1. an infinite cardinal K  is called a Hausdorff cardinal 
iff  f o r  e v e r y  l i n e a r  o r d e r  • <  o n  K  t h e r e  i s  a  s u b s e t  o f  K  o f  c a r d i n a l i t y  K  
which is either well-ordered or anti-well-ordered ( '^ ) by . 
. LEMMA 7.3. A Hausdorff cardinal K  is a regular cardinal 
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(i.e., cofinality of K  is K  )  
PROOF. Assume on the contrary, i.e., c/(/c) < « . Partition K  into 
c/(/c) equivalence classes Aj with A-y < k . 
Hence : 
K = U^<c/(«) "^7 A-y f] A^ = ^ for 7 ^ ^  
Define a linear ordering on « ( ^ ) as follows : 
for all Tj, rj' Ç: K we say rj •;< r]' iff either : 
(i) there are 7, 6 such that -y < ê < c/(«;) and T ] £ Aj and 7' G .4^ 
or 
(ii) there is 7 < c/(«) such that T J , rj' 6 Ay and r)' < -q 
[where, < is the natural order on K , ] 
[For instance, if we consider K = Hu; , then cf{K) = w . Consider the 
partition on such that : 
An = {z E Nw : < x < for n G u> 
Then an example of linear order defined on Ky can be given as follows : 
0 No a 6 c ^2 
b •< a since a, b E A^ and a < b 
a :< c and b :< c since a, b Ç. Ai and c E A2] 
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Now, if A is a well-ordered subset of K  , then we claim that : 
.4 n Aj < w for 7 < c/(/c) 
Assume ACi A-^q  > Ho for some jo < C/(K) . Since {Ar\A^ Q ,  :<) 
is a well-ordered subset of .4-^^ then A fl contains an infinite subset B 
similar (i.e., order-isomorphic ) to w , therefore, B has no maximum element. 
But, :^) is anti-well-ordered, hence, it is the case that B has a maximum 
element which is a contradiction. Thus, .4 n .4^ is finite, for all 7 < c/(ft:) and 
A =  ^ A n .47 < w [C/(K:)] < K, 
7<c/(/c) 
If A anti-well-ordered, then the maximum element m of A is in A7Q , 
f o r  s o m e  7 0  <  C / ^ K )  .  B e c a u s e  o f  t h e  o r d e r i n g  o f  K ,  w e  h a v e  A n A ^ = 0  
for 6 , with 70 < 6 < c/(/c) and therefore, we have A C U7<7o A7 . 
Hence, 
A < ^ A7 < K 
Thus, K is not HausdorfT cardinal, contradiction. Hence, our assumption is false 
and therefore, K is regular • 
Next, we show that a HausdorfT cardinal n is e-inaccessible, i.e., l3 < k 
implies 2^ < K . However, first we prove the following : 
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LEMMA 7.4. Let 2^ { i.e., the set of all dyadic sequences ) he linearly 
ordered lexicographically. Let W he a well-ordered subset of 2*^ . Then 
W < a . 
PROOF. Assume on the contrary that W > a. Let (u'o, u'2, ...) = 
(w;). = indicate the well-ordering of W . 
For every i < FF , let j < a be the smallest ordinal such that ; 
(7.2) ^iU) = 0 and = 1 
for the pair 
(7-3) ( w i { j ) ,  W i ^ i i j )  ) 
Since there are W pairs as given in (7.3) , and since W > a there is an 
ordinal s < a such that for some A QW we have : 
(7.4) ( u'i+l(a) vvith J = W 
Clearly, (7.4) shows that for some ordinal s there exists an alternating 
sequence O's and I's of type W . Let m be the smallest 
such an ordinal s . Let (w;(m))^gg with B Q W and B = W be a 
corresponding such an alternating sequence . 
We observe that because of the lexicographic ordering for every i E B if 
it'j-(m) = 1 then for some n < m it must be the case that w^(n) — 0 and 
u'^-*(n) = 1 (where i* is the immediate successor of i in B) 
Next, we consider the pairs : 
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(7.5) ( w^{m), w^*{7n) with B = W 
and by replacing in our reasoning above (7.4) by (7.5) we derive the existence 
of an ordinal k < m such that there exists an alternating sequence (^i(^))jg(7 
with C = W . But, this contradicts the choice of m . Thus our assumption 
is false and the Lemma is proved • 
LEMMA 7.5. A Hausdorff cardinal a is a strong limit cardinal. 
( i.e., 2^ < a for all â < a) 
PROOF. Let j3 be a cardinal such that a < 2^ , we show that a < (3. 
Let A Ç 2^ such that A = a and consider (.4, :<) , where :< is the 
lexicographic ordering on 2^ . Since a is a Hausdorff cardinal, then there 
is a subset B of A such that B = a and B is either well-ordered 
or anti-well-ordered. But, according to the Lemma 7.4 a well-ordered or an 
anti-well-ordered subset of {0, 1}'^ has cardinality of at most /? which imply 
that a = 5 < /3 . Thus the Lemma is proved • 
Next, we show a Hausdorff cardinal is a ramifiable cardinal . If a is a 
cardinal and /3 < a , then we set ; 
(7.6) ts{l3) = {•J e a : 0 < j} 
The following special lexicographic order imposed on a tree T = (a, <) , will 
yield a well-ordered branch in (a, <) , provided that a is a Hausdorff cardinal. 
In what follows we assume 0 is the least element of T . 
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Let T = (a, <) be a tree and A-  ^ < a for 7 < a [see (7.1) ] , 
assign for an element x of the tree T in [ the level ] Aj the (7 + l)-tuple 
(0, , Xj) such that : 
(7.6a) If y is a predecessor of x in [ the level ] Ag , then the (6 + l)-tuple 
of y is the first 5 + 1 coordinates of the (7 + l)-tuple of x 
(7.6b) The (7 + l)-coordinate of the element x is an ordinal of a 
and if t j G a is the ith coordinate of an assigned 6-tuple then x-y ^ 
We observe that if two elements X = (0, , a;-y) and 
Y = (0, yi, . . . ,  y^) of the tree T = (a, <) we say that % :< Y iff either : 
(7.7a) X < Y 
or 
(7.7b) if X and Y are treewise incomparable then Y F) ^j( Y Y) 
It is not difficult to see that the relation given by (7.7a) and (7.7b) is 
reflexive and anti-symmetric linear relation on the tree T . 
To show that ^ is transitive relation, we use 
Y 
t ( to mean X < Y ) 
X 
Y 
and ( to mean X and Y are treewise incomparable ) 
% 
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For three distinct elements X, Y, Z of the tree T = (a, <) the possible 
cases for X, Y, Z in T are given as follows : 
X Y X 
î î î 
z X Y Y X Y 
T î T î/ T 












































Now, given that X ^ Y and Y < Z , suppose that X, Z are 
distinct , then consider (I) above , since Z -< Y we have Z -< Y -< Z which 
imply that Z = Y . This is impossible to occurs in the tree. Also, by similar 
reasoning (II) is impossible to occurs in the tree too. Next, consider the first 
case of (III) above we have 
•^;(-Y,F) <  y j { x , Y )  =;(^,^') 
since the representative tuple of Z is "physical extension" of the representative 
tuple of X (i.e., Xj^ ^ Y) ~ ^j{ Y F) ) • Hence 
= =;(%,y) = ';(.Y,y) < 




is impossible to occur in the tree ( provided that X :< Y •< Z ). For the second 
case of (III) above, we have 
^ j { X , Y )  <  y j i X Y )  i ( ' Y , y )  =  j { Z , Y )  
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But 
y) = Z'jXZ.y) < = ';(Z,y) = =:;(%,y) < %/;(%,y) 
which is a contradiction. 
If (IV) occurs in the tree, then clearly, we have X -< Z . Suppose the 
first case of (V) above occurs in the tree, then j{X, Z) = j{Y, Z) because Z 
is incomparable treewise with X and Y. So, j{X,Z) and j{Y,Z) are 
d e f i n e d .  S i n c e  <  = j ( Y , Z )  '  ' ^ j ( X , Z )  =  ^ j ( Y , Z )  =  
therefore, X :< Z . Similarly, if the second case of (V) above occurs in the tree 
it is not difficult to show that j(X, Y) = j(X,Z) and it is the case that 
';(.Y,y) < y) = ^ ^ 
Finally, if (VI) is the case in the tree, then under the hypothesis that 
' ' j { X , Y ) <  y j { X , Y )  !/;(y,Z) < =;(y,Z) ' we claim that o ^ j ( ^ x , Z )  <  = j { X , Z )  
To this end, we consider the following cases : 
(i) j { X ,  Y )  =  ; ( y ,  Z )  , then j { X ,  Y )  =  j { X ,  Z )  and 
= 'j(%,y) < *';(.Y,y) = ^ '(y,z) < =;(y,z) = 
Thus, X •< Z 
(ii) i { X ,  Y )  <  j { Y ,  Z )  , then j{X, Z) = j{X, Y) and 
'j(%,Z) = =:;(.Y,y) < ^ 
(Hi) j { X ,  Y )  >  j { Y ,  Z )  , then >(X, Z) = j{Y, Z) and 
= =:;(y,Z) = !/j(y,Z) < :;(y,Z) = ^ ^  ^  
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therefore, is a transitive relation on T  and thus is a linear order 
o n  T  .  
As a consequence of the above linear ordering X on the tree T  =  (a, < )  
we prove 
LEMMA 7.6. Let B -< C D and A < B and A < D , then 
.4 < C [ i.e., if A is a treewise lower bound of B and D , then A is a 
treewise lower bound of the interval (in the linear order :< j [B, D] ] . 
PROOF. Assume on the contrary that A ^ C then we claim that C is 
treewise incomparable with A, B, D . It is clear that none of the following can 
occur in the tree under the assumption that A C : 
D 












C B D 
/ \/ 
C A 
Next, suppose that the following is the case in the tree ; 
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D 






Then it is the case that 
j(A, C )  = j(B, C )  =  j { D ,  C )  a n d  =  ^ j { B , C )  ' ^ j { D , C )  
But 
which is a contradiction . Hence, .4 < C and the Lemma is established • 
Next, we show that every well-ordered subset (V, 2^) of the linear ordered 
se t  T such  tha t  V = a  con ta ins  a  un ique  e l emen t  v j  a t  each  l eve l  A~j  
prov ided  tha t  I ' -y  h a s  a t r eewise  successo r s  i n  V : 
LEMMA 7.7. Let T = (a, <) he a tree of rank a and A,^ < a 
[see (7.1)] for j3 < a . Let L = (a, <) be the simply ordering of T as 
defined by (7.7a) and (7.7b) . Then if [B, is a well-ordered subset of a 
of cardinality a , then 
{a 6 A-  ^ : ts(^a) f) B = a} 
is a singleton for every 7 < a . 
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PROOF. Assume on the contrary that there is -yo < ot such that 
t s { a )  r \  B  <  a  ,  for every a  E ^7^ But, since 
B = U  { S n A ^ )  
.7<7O 
u U {ts{a)nB) 
aÇ.A'yo 
we have 
B < ^ j4-y + (<5(a) n B) 
T'^To aE A-yg 
Moreover, A-y < a and t s { a )  r \  B  <  a  which implies that B  <  a  ,  
contradiction. Therefore, 
S-y = {a G .4^ : t s { a )  fl 5 = a} 0 f o r  e v e r y  j  <  a  
Next, we show that Sj contains at most one element Assume on the 
contrary that there are a, a' G A-y^ and = {a, a'} for some -yo < a . 
Without loss of generality, suppose a  - <  a '  .  If { B ,  is order-isomorphic 
(similar) to a then ts{a) r\ B is cofinal in (5, -<) , since 
t s [ a )  n  B  =  a  
Thus, there is 6 € t s { a )  f l  B  such that a '  : <  b  .  Hence, a :< a' •< b , and 
it follows from Lemma 7.6 that a < a' . But, since a, a' € A-y^ we have 
a = a' . Thus 
{a G ^7 : t s { a )  fl 5 = a} is a singleton • 
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REMARK 7.2. The case that if (5, X) is anti-well-ordered, then the 
above Lemma 7.7 is still holds (with roles of a, a' reversed) . 
Based on the above we prove : 
THEOREM 7.2. A Hausdorff cardinal a is a ramifiable cardinal. 
PROOF. Consider the notation of Lemma 7.7 , then (a, :^) has a well-
ordered or an anti-well-ordered subset {B, with cardinality a , because 
a  is a Hausdorff cardinal. Hence, {a 6 A j  :  t s { a )  fi 5 = Q} is a singleton for 
every j < a . Consider the set C where 
C  =  { a j  :  t s ^ a - y )  D  B  =  a  a n d  7  <  a }  
Let 5 < 7 < Û , if bg is the predecessor of a-y in , then we have 
I S ( A - Y ) N 5  Ç  t s { b ^ )  n  B  a n d  t s [ b ^ )  H  B  =  a  
Hence, by Lemma 7.7 b^ = ag , or , < 07 . Therefore, C is a 
well-ordered subset (C, <) of the tree T = (a, <) . Thus, a is ramifiable 
cardinal . Hence, the Theorem is established • 
REMARK 7.3. We recall that an infinite cardinal K  is Hausdorff iff : 
(7.8) Every simple ordering of K  has a well-ordered (or anti-well-ordered) 
s u b s e t  o f  c a r d i n a l i t y  K  
.4 natural question arises : 
(7.9) "Can the simple ordering in (7.8) be replaced by another condition C" 
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Obviously, not every partial ordering of K  can serve as C in (1.9) . 
Also, not every tree on K can serve as C in (7.9) . Moreover, not every 
tree of height (rank) K and levels of cardinality less than K can serve 
as C in (7.9) . Furthermore, not even every tree on K  of rank K  and 
levels A-y of cardinality less than k which produces a well-ordered branch of 
cardinality K (i.e., K is ramifiable cardinal) can serve as C in (7.9) . 
However, as shown below, it is the case that a tree on K  of rank K  and 
levels Aj of cardinality less than K which also produces a branch of cardinal­
ity K such that K also a strongly inaccessible cardinal can serve as C in (7.9). 
To show the above we first prove that if K  is ramifiable strongly inaccessible 
cardinal, then K —^ [/c]^ . 
To this end, For a cardinal K we define a tree T on subsets of K  (by 
reverse inclusion) with levels Ayi as follows : 
(7.10a) Ao = {«} ( the 0-th level ) 
(7.10b) If 5 is a nonempty subset of K  in the level Ajj, then 5 has 
at most two immediate successors 5"', S" in the level -4^+1 such that 
5' N S" — 0 and 5 = 5' U 5" U {min 5} 
(7.10c) For the nonzero limit ordinal jj. < k , we let 
~ I 0 • Ai/ G Ajy/ > U<M J 
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LEMMA 7.8. Let K  be a cardinal and T he given as in (7.10a), 
(7.10b), (7.10c) , then : 
( i )  A j x  i s  a  f a m i l y  o f  p a i r w i s e  d i s j o i n t  s u b s e t s  o f  k  a n d  A ^ i  <  2^ 
(ii) T is a tree 
( H i )  I f  AFX = 0 for some FX < K , then for every t E K it is the 
case that t = min S for some S £ T . Moreover, Ui/</x Au = k . 
PROOF. By transfinite induction we prove (i) : 
First, if f x  =  0  then (i) is obvious . If / x  =  t y  +  1  ,  then by the induction 
hypothesis Ai/ is a family of pairwise disjoint subsets of k and since every 
5 E Av has at most two disjoint immediate successors (namely, 5', 5") in 
A^—jy-i^\ . Thus, the elements of A^ are pairwise disjoint and A = 2^^ 
If fx is a limit ordinal and S € Ajj, then S = , where Sj G A^ 
for some i < fx < k . Assume that the 5j's are not pairwise comparable, then 
5 is the empty set (by the induction hypothesis) . Now, let 5^ and S2 be 
a nonempty subsets in the level Afx such that 
= n ^11 52 = n % 
i< f x  i< f x  
Since fl 821 = 0 then, clearly, 5^ fl 52 = 0 • Moreover, if 5 € Au with 
u < fx , then 5 has at most 2^ successors. Thus Ajx < 2/^ ( since there 
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are 2^ dyadic sequences of type n ) . 
To prove (ii) : Let A G Ajj, , clearly from (i) for every i < there 
is a unique E Aj such that A C A^ . Let I{A) denote the set of all 
predecessors of A 
( i.e., /(A) = {Aj- : Ai J A and A^ G for i < fi} ) 
If S is a nonempty subset of I  ( A )  ,  then let j  be the smallest ordinal 
such that Aj- G S , clearly, Aj is the minimum element of 5 . Thus, 1(A) 
is a well-ordered subset of T . Hence, (ii) is established . 
To prove (iii) : Let t £ K  be given and assume that t is not the minimum 
of any element of the tree T , then we claim that for every v < fi we have t 
an element of some Au in Au • Suppose this is not the case, then let vq 
be the smallest ordinal such that t Ç AUQ , but t ^ Au for every Au G Au 
with uq < < fi < K . By (7.10b) we have 
Auo = A'U Q  U A'I  ^ U {mm AU Q } 
But, since A 'uq and A '^  ^ are in Ajy^ i , clearly, t = min A uq which 
contradicts our assumption. Thus, for every u < fi we have t € Au for some 
Au E Au • 
Now, \i fi = u and since t ^ min Au for every Au 6 Au , then 
t  E Afi f o r  s o m e  A^ E A^ which contradicts that A^ = 0 . 
If /Li is a limit ordinal, then t  E for some A^ E A f x  , where 
A^ = HuCfi Au and t E Au . Thus, A^ ^ 0 , contradiction. Hence, our 
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assumption is false and therefore, t = min S , for some S G T . 
Next, define 
m : y Au —' « by m(A) = min A 
U < K  
Now, for A and B in -4i/ if Ar \B = 0 , then min A ^  min B 
and if A C B , then min B < min A . Thus m is a one-one order preserving 
mapping. Moreover, if = 0 for some fi < k , then m is onto and 
therefore, 
y Au = K 
U<^1 
Thus (iii) is established • 
REMARK 7.4. We observe that if k in Lemma 7.8 is strongly inac­
cessible cardinal, then A^ ^ 0 for every ordinal fx < k and hence the tree 
T as given in (7.10a) - (7.10c) has height k . Moreover, if in addition k, 
is ramifiable cardinal, then, also, the tree T contains a well-ordered branch of 
c a r d i n a l i t y  K  .  
Based on Lemma (7.8) and Remark (7.4) it is easy to show that if K  is a 
ramifiable strongly inaccessible cardinal, then « —^ [K]^ as follows : 
Consider the partition {.4, B} of the set of all doubletons [/c]^ of k . 
Based on the partition {>1, B} of [K]^ we define a tree T on subsets of 
K as in (7.10a)-(7.10b) where corresponding to S in (7.10b) we now define 
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s' and s" as follows : 
(7.11a) s' = {x : xE{S\{minS} and {z, min5} 6 A} 
(7.11b) s" = {x : X E {S \ {minS} and {z, minS} S B} 
We observe that if 0^5', then {minS', minS"} G A . By Lemma 
7.8 and Remark 7.4 we see that T has a well-ordered chain (branch) H 
of cardinality « . If S Ç H then either S' or 5" in H . Let 
C — {minS : S G H} define 
/ : C —^ {A, B} such thai for S E H 
A if S' e H 
B if S" € H 
f { m i n S )  =  
Now, since C  =  K ,  then/~^(A) or f ~ ^ { B )  has cardinality K . With­
out loss of generality, say, f~^{A) has cardinality K. We observe that for every 
S and Q elements of H with f(rninS) = A and minS < minQ , it is the 
case that {minS, y} E A , for every y & Q • Hence, for zg} Ç /~^(A) 
such that zj < Z2 , we have x-[ = minS and X2 = minQ Q Q S' [see 
(7.11a)]. Thus, {z^, X2} E A . Therefore, /~^(>1) is a homogeneous set for 
the partition {A, B} . Hence, k —> [/Î]^ , as desired. 
Next, we show that a Ramsey cardinal [ c f .  46, 47] (i.e., a ramifiable 
strongly inaccessible cardinal) K is a HausdorfF cardinal . 
To this end. Let (K, ^) be a simple ordering of K  and we set : 
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(7.12a) A = {{a, /?} : either a < l3 < k and a X or 
l3 < a < K and [3 :< a} 
(7.12b) B = {{a, 0} : either a < l3 < K  and /3 a or 
j3 < a < K and a •< 13} 
We observe that A is the set of all doubletons {a, /3} of K  where the 
usual ordering of K and the imposed simple ordering of K agree, while, B 
is the set of all doubletons {a, /5} where the two orderings disagree . 
Now, we have [k]^ = A \ J B  .  But, since K  —- [/c]^ , then there exists 
a subset C of k such that C = k and either [C]^ ÇA or else, [C]^ Ç B . 
Clearly, if [ C ] ^  Ç  A  ,  then C  is well-ordered by . If [C]^ Ç B  , then 
C is anti-well-ordered by ^ . Thus, K is a Hausdorff cardinal, as desired • 
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